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ABSTRACT

Determining the stress and strain histories at the point of highest stress

concentration in particulate metal matrix composites (PMMCs) is complicated

particularly when they have a finite concentration of particles, the matrix material in the

vicinity of the notch is elastic-plastic, and when multiaxial cyclic loads are applied to the

component. In this research, two alternative analytical models are developed and

implemented to estimate the composite elastic-plastic strain and stress histories in pMMC

components subjected to multiaxial cyclic loads. The models are formulated using

proposed energy-based approximate relations and the developed PMMCs elastic-plastic

constitutive model. Each model consists of a set of nonlinear relations that can be solved

to estimate the notch root parameters, from an elastic analysis. The models presented thus

provide an easy to implement approximation to the otherwise rather complex non-linear

problem.

The analytical results are compared to the local strains, obtained using 3D image

correlation technology, at the depth of circumferential notched PMMC specimens

subjected to multiaxial cyclic non-proportional loading. The results of the comparison

show that the proposed models work well for the geometries and load paths considered.

Both models are in good agreement with the experimental results in terms of the trends of

the local shear and axial strains, and also agree quantitatively well with the experimental

results.

As stated, the formulated notch root approximate relations require the

development or adoption of a suitable elastic-plastic constitutive model. In this thesis,



two cyclic plasticity models developed originally for homogeneous materials, the Mróz

multi-surface model and the endochronic theory of plasticity, were incorporated into two

constitutive models that were developed to respect the heterogeneous nature of pMMCs.

The models results were compared to experimental results obtained on tubular pMMCs

specimens made of 606i aluminum alloy reinforced with 10 and 20Vo by volume of

alumina (Al2O3) subjected to multiaxial cyclic loads. It was observed that the developed

models correlate well with the trends observed in the experimental results. However, for

the load paths investigated, the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model

gave better qualitative predictions of the experimental results than did the Mróz-based

PMMCs constitutive model predictions, and was used in the notch root elastic-plastic

s train-stress formulations.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

This chapter gives a general overview of the research carried out in this thesis. An

introduction to particulate metal matrix composites (PMMCs) is given in Section 1.1. In

Section l.2,the research motivation and objectives are stated. Finally, in Section 1.3, the

components of the research are stated along with the summary of the thesis.

1.1 Introduction to Particulate Metal Matrix Composites

Advancements in modern technology have resulted in an increasing demand for

engineering materials. Significant progress has been made over the past few decades in

the development of high performance composite materials. Accordingly, they are

replacing conventional materials in large sectors such as in the aircraft, infrastructural,

and automobile industries.

The broad definition of a composite as a compound made of various parts or

elements, tends to be misleading. That is, the definition is too broad and can be

interpreted to include virtually any material used today since it is almost impossible to

produce a pure form of any substance. Consequently, a more restrictive definition is

necessary. A composite has been defined [1] as a material consisting of two or more

distinct parts, constituents or phases. It is only when the constituent phases have

significantly different physical properties and thus the composite properties are

noticeably different from the constituents properties that we have to come to recognize
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these materials as composites. To establish reasonable and practical restrictions, and for

the purpose of this research, the following criteria have been presented l2l and

completely define a composite material:

a) A composite material must be a combination of at least two chemically distinct

constituent materials, one of which can be regarded as the matrix phase, and the

other represents the reinforcement phase(s). The matrix is the body constituent, it

encloses the composite. The reinforcements are generally the additive phase. The

reinforcements improve the strength and stiffness of the matrix material.

b) The size of each constituent must be such that it can be discernible and

distinguishable.

The composite material should be created so that the new material has useful

properties not possessed by the individual components.

The reinforcement phase(s) must not be by-products of a phase transformation

occurring upon cooling after thermal treatment.

Based on the matrix material, composites can be grouped into three main

categories: metal matrix composites (MMCs), ceramic matrix composites (CMCs), and

polymer matrix composites (PMCs). Metal matrix composites have been the focus of

substantial attention due to their potential to provide a significant increase in the stiffness

and high-temperature strength of lightweight matrix alloys such as aluminum and

titanium [3]. Initially, only continuously reinforced MMCs were developed. Of all the

MMCs used in the aerospace industry, continuously reinforced MMCs provide the largest

increase in strength and stiffness available. However continuously reinforced metal

matrjx composites are anisotropic materials and are quite expensive to manufacture. In

c)

d)
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the 1970s and 1980s, emphasis shifted from a performance-alone to a cost motivation

particularly in the applications of MMCs in aerospace and defense. Consequently, while

continuously reinforced MMCs have a proven technical feasibility, they are not cost

effective, and their applications are cunently limited to military and highly specialized

applications.

There has been a remarkable interest in the production of discontinuously

reinforced MMCs, a family of MMCs that includes both whiskers (short fibres) and

particulates. Whiskers are believed to have a better combination of strength and thermal

stability than particulates. However, they have not been used to their full potential

because of their high associated costs.

Particulate metal matrix composites (PMMCs) consist of a metallic matrix

reinforced with relatively stiff ceramic particies. The selection of the matrix used is

essential in producing metal matrix composites since the composite mechanical behavior

is dependent on the matrix properties. Aluminum and magnesium alloys appear to be the

most widely used matrix materials due to their low density and high thermal conductivity.

Aluminum alloys are the most attractive due to their low density, good corrosion

resistance, and their high thermal and electrical conductivity. Silicon carbide (SiC) and

alumina (Al2O3) have been found to be the most widely used reinforcement materials due

to their high strength and stiffness at room and elevated temperatures. They are

furthermore compatible with the above common matrix materials and provide a good

bond strength. The wear resistance of the PMMCs is also improved by the hard ceramic

particles. Alumina is generally preferred over SiC, particularly in reinforcing wrought
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aluminum based composites because SiC can be thermodynamically unstable in some

aluminum alloys.

Particulate metal matrix composites have been produced by predominantly two

methods. The first method is through powder metallurgy. Producing pMMCs through

powder metallurgy does not allow significant chemical reaction or reinforcement

fracture. The resulting composites are amenable to subsequent deformation processing

through extrusion, forging and rolling [3]. The second method of pMMC production is

the infiltration of particles or whiskers into liquid metals. Using this approach, excellent

reinforcement properties can be taken advantage of.

In the past three decades, there has been considerable interest in the development

of PMMCs. Some of the reasons attributed to the increasing interest include the fact that

the composite properties are nearly isotropic, as such standard or near standard metal

working methods can be used to form these materials. Furthermore, pMMCs are

producing remarkable benefits in terms of energy savings, weight reduction and fatigue

performance. PMMCs have been used in some industrial applications. The industrial

applications of PMMCs are often related to niche applications whe¡e attainable properry

combinations such as high stiffness and modulus, high thermal conductivity and low

coefficient of thermal expansion, or high wear resistance and low weight are essential for

the proper functioning of components [4]. Some of these specialized applications range

from aerospace access panel/doors and electronic packaging, automobile brake

components and drive shafts, diesel engine pistons to automotive engine cylinder liners,

and computer disc drives.
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Although, remarkable progress has been made in the development of pMMCs and

several attractive features have been stated that make them potential lightweight

replacements to conventional materials in several applications, yet, they are not a choice

material in many engineering (structural and non-structural) applications that the

composite industry desires. In [5], Mortenson states that the question is not whether

PMMCs are relevant engineering materials with an industrial potential, but rather if these

high-tech, and often tailor-made materials will become large-scale bulk materials such as

aluminum. Mortenson concludes that the materials will remain "high-tech,' niche

materials, designed and produced for specific classes of applications. Mortenson,s

comments are in response to the barriers that must be overcome in order to enhance the

engineering applications of PMMCs.

One of the challenges facing the use of PMMCs is their relatively higher cost as

compared to more conventional homogeneous engineering materials. To lower the cost of

producing PMMCs, the composite industry should address the raw material, the design,

and the product manufacturing costs. The high cost of raw materials is a major financial

constraint contributing to the limited widespread applications of the materials. As noted

in [3], the secondary processing method for wrought products is relatively

underdeveloped, resulting in high costs for semi-finished product fabrication. Further

developments in their manufacturing and improved machining and forging techniques

will aid in lowering the cost of these materials [2]. In addition, research investigations

into the economical production of high strength reinforcement particles will likely reduce

the cost of production of the composites.
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The largest barrier to the widespread application of PMMCs in component design

is the lack of experimentally validated engineering tools available to predict their

mechanical behavior under service loading conditions. This statement has been attributed

l2l-131, t6l-t7l to the lack of related experimental and theoretical sysremaric

investigations. In [3], for example; it is stated that there is a need for a systematic

database that relates parameters (i.e. stresses, strains, energy, etc) to pMMC materials

properties, reliable correlations between test data and actual performance, and validated

property data for use in finite element analysis. Also, Lease et. al. [6] state that one of the

remaining obstacles that must be overcome to make PMMCs a more viable material in

the engineering community involves the lack of experimental data concerning their

behavior under fatigue type loading and suitable validated fatigue life design tools.

1.2 Research Motivation and Objectives

Although the previous section summarized the beneficial attributes of pMMCs, it

also highlighted the need for fundamental analytical and experimental research aimed at

defining the mechanical behavior of the material under service loading conditions. To

maintain generality, service loads may consist of a random or regular system of loads

applied in such a manner as to induce a multiaxial cyclic stress and strain state within the

component. Although, multiaxial stress states can occur at some locations within a

component that is subjected to loading in one direction (uniaxial loading), they certainly

occur when a component is subjected to external loading that is applied along more than

one axis (multiaxial loading). Such cyclic loading conditions often lead to premature
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component failure due to fatigue. Fatigue failures often constitute a serious compromise

to human safety and are associated with substantial economic losses; at least half of all

mechanical failures are due to fatigue [8].

The fatigue behavior of PMMCs can be defined by a model that respects such

associated complexities as external (geometric) and internal (heterogeneity, matrix

plasticity) non-linearities. Engineering components generally contain geometric

discontinuities (notches) such as bolt holes, keyways, fillet, etc. These discontinuities

result in the intensification of the stress field when the components are subjected to

external loads. Complex stress and strain histories in which the directions of the

principals change during the loading cycle frequently occur at such critical locations. In

components made of PMMCs, the stress field in the vicinity of these discontinuities may

additionally be raised due to the material discontinuity at the particle-matrix interface.

Although the bulk of the composite and all ceramic reinforcements may undergo elastic

deformation, the highly stressed metal matrix material in the vicinity of notches may

undergo significant plastic deformation during the loading cycles. If the plastic

deformation is not properly accounted for, or the effect of the stress raisers is not reduced

during the design stage, cracks may initiate at a notch root. That is, premature component

fatigue failure in engineering materials is generally due to the initiation of a crack at

critical locations. To predict the fatigue life of PMMC components, researchers and

designers need a more comprehensive knowledge of the mechanical behavior of the

components at critical locations. This is essential to insure their reliable operation and to

provide tools for design and optimization.
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Fatigue life prediction tools that account for the plastic deformation inherent at

notch roots have recently been evaluated for PMMCs. Specifically, critical plane based

[6] and the energy based [9] methods of fatigue life prediction originally developed for

homogeneous materials, have shown good agreement with experimental results for

PMMC components under multiaxial cyclic loading. These models provide as output the

number of cycles a component can withstand before a crack will initiat e at a notch root.

However, in order to predict the fatigue life of components using these methods, both the

elastic-plastic strain and stress histories at a components critical location must be known.

Estimating the notch root elastic-plastic stress and strain histories is the most

difficult step in fatigue life prediction. Generally, three methods have been used to

determine the notch-root stress-strain histories for homogeneous materials. These include

experimental methods, finite element analysis (FEA), and simplified analytical methods.

Experimental methods involve a variety of experimental techniques that are used to

evaluate and/or correct analytical and/or FEA results. However, experimental

investigations are time consuming and prohibitively costly in standard design

environments. Detailed FEA are frequently employed to obtain elaborate information

about complex stress-strain fields at notch roots. This attribute has been used extensively

to determine the components that experience the greatest normal and shear stresses

during the stress-strain history. Finite element analysis also provides a method of

developing unique insight into the plastic deformation process in components. Finite

element analysis is a very powerful analytical tool, and is enabled by rapidly growing

computational technology. However, non-linear FEA is often a difficult and time
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consuming process particularly when the components being modeled are subjected to

lengthy histories of multiaxial loads.

To make fatigue life prediction methods more conducive to average design

environments and to shorten design lead times, there has been a great effort employed to

develop simplified analytical techniques that approximate the actual elastic-plastic notch

root material behavior. Several simplified models, discussed in the subsequent chapter,

have been developed and experimentally validated for homogeneous materials under a

variety of loading conditions. Most of the simplified models developed are based on

assumptions necessary to simplify the complex nature of the problem and have been

applied to various general loading conditions. These methods therefore enable relatively

simple calculations of elastic-plastic notch-root strain and stress histories for

homogeneous materials. However, little research has been conducted in the development

of simplified analytical tools for determining the notch root elastic-plastic strain-stress

history in PMMC components subjected to multiaxial loading, perhaps due to the

inherent difficulties in modeling a finite concentration of inclusions, the matrix material

elastic-plastic behavior in the vicinity of the discontinuity, and multiaxial external

loading. IVithout these tools, fatigue life predictions, using crack initiation models

mentioned above, cannot easily be obtained.

It should be mentioned that a complete notch root elastic-plastic strain and stress

histories definition, whether found from experimental, FEA, or approximate methods,

requires the adoption of a cyclic constitutive model. Inelastic constitutive models for

homogeneous materials that address multiaxial cyclic loading are numerous and still

evolving. Only a few cyclic plasticity models applicable to PMMC components under
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multiaxial non-proportional loading have recently appeared in the literature [10]. As a

result, advances in fatigue design tools depend directly on advances in constitutive

models capable of modeling PMMC elastic-plastic behavior.

The main objectives of this research are to develop, implement, and verify

simplified and sufficiently accurate analytical tools that will provide acceptable results

for modeling notch root elastic-plastic strain-stress histories in components made of

PMMCs that are subjected to multiaxial external loading conditions. In addition, since

one of the key challenges limiting the widespread application of pMMCs is a lack of

experimental data to validate existing and any proposed analytical tools, the research is

also aimed at providing experimental results for PMMC specimens subjected to a variety

of multiaxial cyclic loading conditions.

1.3 Components of Research and Summary of Thesis

To meet the aforementioned objectives, the following tasks were carried out and were

presented in this thesis.

a) A Literature review of previous studies conducted on the elastic-plastic

constitutive behavior of PMMCs, notch root elastic-plastic strain-stress

approximation methods, and experimental methods used to validate existing

models was first conducted.

b) Two constitutive models capable of predicting the elastic-plastic strain-stress

response of the matrix, reinforcement, and the PMMC under multiaxial cyclic

loading conditions were first developed. Specifically, the elastic components of
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the matrix and reinforcement strains and stresses were obtained from the applied

incremental stresses or strains by implementing known relations specific to

composites. The matrix plastic strain components were obtained using two

alternative cyclic plasticity routines originally developed for homogeneous

materials' The elastic and plastic (matrix only) strains were superimposed to

obtain the constituents constitutive relations. The composite constitutive relation

was finally obtained by applying the known work principal. These models are

capable of predicting the constitutive behavior of PMMCs under a variety of

loading conditions and are dependent on the properties of the matrix and the

properties, volume fraction and geometry of the reinforcing particles.

Two simplified analytical tools for predicting the notch root elastic-plastic

behavior in PMMCs under multiaxial cyclic loading conditions were developed.

They are defined by two independent nonlinear energy-based relations that

assume that the plasticity is local to the notch root. The models developed require

the results of an elastic notch root analysis and predict the actual elastic-plastic

behavior. All relations were developed to respect the heterogeneous nature of

PMMCs.

one of the developed constitutive models in (b) was coupled with the developed

simplified relations in (c) to define two alternative solutions that independently

estimate notch root elastic-plastic strain and stress histories under multiaxial

cyclic loading conditions. Two computer programs were developed to solve the

two sets of nonlinear equations. Each program calculates the composite elastic-

plastic strain and stress histories at a geometric discontinuity given the composites

d)
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material properties and notch root strain-stress histories obtained from an elastic

solution.

To assess the capability of the two constitutive models in (b) to predict the elastic-

plastic constitutive behavior of PMMCs, several experimental tests were

conducted. Specifically, biaxial cycric roads were applied to tubular pMMC

specimens made of 6061 aluminum alloy reinforced with 10 and 20Vo by volume

alumina (Al2O3). The surface strains measured were compared with those

obtained using the developed models.

Experimental tests were carried out to assess the capability of the two analytical

tools in (d) to predict the elastic-plastic notch root strains and stresses. The tests

consisted of conducting biaxial cyclic load-controlled tests on a series of two

different notched specimens made of 6061 aluminum alloy reinforced with i0 and

207o by volume alumina (Al2O3). The notch root strains measured were compared

to those obtained by implementing the models developed in (d).

A literature review of the previous research work on elastic-plastic constitutive

behavior of PMMCs, notch root approximation models, and strain measurement

techniques relevant to this research is presented in Chapter Two. Chapter Three describes

the elastic-plastic constitutive models developed as part of the analysis along with their

implementation procedure. The developed simplified models and their implementation

procedure are presented in Chapter Four. The facilities used, materials, specimen

geometries' experimental set-up, load paths, and experimental procedure are subsequently

presented in Chapter Five. Comparisons of the analytical and experimental results

e)

Ð
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obtained are presented in Chapter Six. Finally, conclusions of the thesis

recommendations for future research are presented in chapter seven.
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CHAPTER TWO: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Figure 2.1 shows a circumferentially notched bar made of a pMMC along with a

representative infinitesimal element taken at the notch root. The bar is subjected to an

axial force P, and a torsional load T applied at its boundary. This gives rise to a non-

linear triaxial stress field in the plane of the notch, with the highest stress concentration

being located near the discontinuity. The notch imposes constraints on its local

deformation due to the lower stress bulk material away from the higher stressed material

at the notch root. For this, and any other external notch geometry or, with few exceptions

system of applied mechanical loads, the state of stress at the notch root is biaxial due to

the traction free surface. The states of stress and strain at the notch root with reference to

the coordinate system given in Fig. 2.I arerespectively:
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Based on the assumption of equilibrium at the notch root, o23 = o3z , and tr, = trr, there

are seven unknown notch root parameters: three stresses and four strains. Consequently,

seven independent equations are required to completely define the components of the

notch root stress and strain tensors.

The approximate analytical method defined in this research to estimate the local

elastic-plastic strain and stress histories at the notch root in a pMMC component is

comprised of two sets of relations. The first are the constitutive relations and the second

are the approximate relations. Together, these equation sets form the relations necessary

to estimate the seven unknown components of the composite stress and strain tensors

defined in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). In this chapter, previous research pertaining to the

development of constitutive models and mean field theory are first presented (Section

2.1). A review of the approximate relations developed for metals and pMMCs is

subsequently given in Section 2.2. Finally, the background on the experimental strain

measurement system used in this research is detailed in section 2.3.

For the puryose of the review, it is appropriate to differentiate here between

proportional and non-proportional external loading, and monotonic and cyclic loading. In

proportional loading, (P/T = constant in Fig. 2.1), it is generally assumed that the

deviatoric stresses at the notch root remain in fixed proportion throughout the loading

history. For this type of loading, the relatively simpler deformation theory of plasticity

can be used in the formulation. However, if the loads are not applied in proportion, the

deviatoric stresses increase in a non-proportional manner, and the notch root stress-strain

histories are dependent on the loading path. As such, all relations that incorporate non-

proportionality in the loading path must be developed in incremental form. Non-
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general loading type. Monotonic loading denotes a

to a component, while cyclic loading involves a

2. I Constitutive Models for pMMCs

Constitutive models describe the relationship between stress and strain when a

component is loaded. In this section, constitutive models that have been developed to

address PMMCs are presented by first assuming elastic composite behavior (Section

2'I'l) and subsequently assuming that the metallic matrix undergoes elastic-plastic

deformation (Section 2.1.2).

2.1.1 Elastic Constitutive Models

Most research studies that described the constitutive behavior of pMMCs assume

that the composites remain elastic as the loads are applied Illl-t131. Goodier,s work [14]

on modeling a spherical and a cylindrical inclusion in a matrix provided the first detailed

analysis of the elastic stress-strain response of composite materials. Subsequently,

Sadowisky and Sterberg [15] derived relations defining the elastic stress-field around an

ellipsoidal cavity under plane stress conditions.

The general problem of elastic field inside, and at the interface of an ellipsoidal

inclusion was solved by Eshelby t161. By a series of cutting, straining, and welding,

Eshelby [16] first considered the elastic field about a misfitting inclusion embedded
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within an infinite isotropic matrix of the same elastic constants as the inclusions (elastic

homogeneous problem) as illustrated in Fig.2.2a. The first step in Eshelby,s model (see

diagram A in Fig' 2-2a) is to perform an imaginary cutting procedure to remove the

inclusion from the body before it undergoes a transformation. Once the inclusion is free

from the body, it is allowed to undergo the transformation free from the constraint. This

unconstrained transformation will take the inclusion from one stress free state to another

stress free state, producing a transformation strain, t'. The transformation strain has a

finite value in the inclusions and zero outside the inclusion. on removing the inclusion,

the matrix at this stage contains a hole left by the inclusion and the matrix is free from

any internal or external stresses. The second step in the Eshelby's model (diagram D in

Fig' 2.2a) is to put the inclusion back into its original position in the marrix. As illustrated

in Fig' 2'2a, a surface traction must first be applied to the transformed inclusion to restore

it to the previous size and shape before it can be put back into its original position. The

final step in the Eshelby's model procedure (diagram E in Fig. 2.2a) is to allow rhe

inclusion to undergo its constrained transformation inside the matrix. Eventually, the

matrix and the inclusion will set up a constrained strain,E' , atall points in the matrix and

in the inclusion' Although the solution for the constrained strain field in the matrix is

quite complex, for an ellipsoidal-shaped inclusion with a uniform prescribed

transformation strain, Eshelby [16] presented a relation between the constrained strain,

the stress free transformation strain, and the 6x6 Eshelby tensor [S]. Eshelby,s tensor

depends mainly on the aspect ratio of the inclusions and the matrix poisson,s ratio. The

relation is given by:

cc 
-Q 

êtu_ - *:¡klckl . (2.3)
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o¡1¡¡, câfl be obtained using the Hooke's law

oü(r) = Cijs(,n) (ei, - ei,), (2.4)

where the subscripts "m" and "f" denote matrix and reinforcement parameters

respectively, and C¡itt(*) are components of the matrix stiffness tensor. Substituting Eq.

(2.3) intoEq. Q.Ð yields:

O,j(r) = C,j.,t.) (S.,u, - I)t|,, (2.s)

where "I" is the identity matrix. Using Eqs. (2.3) and, (2.5), the stress and strain

components in the inclusion can be estimated. It should be noted that these equations are

only applicable if the elastic properties of the matrix and the inclusion are similar. In

[16], it is assumed that the stress field inside the inclusion is uniform, and that, by an

equivalent principle, the interfacial stress in the matrix may be readily evaluated in terms

of equivalent transformation strain.

Eshelby's inclusion principle can be applied to an inhomogeneous problem in

which the ellipsoidal region is an inhomogeneity (i.e. the ellipsoidal region is made of a

material different from that of the matrix) rather than an inclusion. In this problem, both

the matrix and the inhomogeneity are assumed to behave elastically, with the elastic

constant of the inhomogeneity, C1r¡, being different from that of the matrix, C1r;. unlike

the inclusion problem, the ellipsoidal inhomogeneity does not have a known

transformation strain. If it is assumed that an external traction, ou , is applied to the body,
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the total stress within the composite will be the addition of the stress previously

calculated in the homogeneous inclusion problem and the applied stress. For points far

away from the inhomogeneity, the stress in the matrix will be equal to the applied stress.

For such points, the strain components in the matrix, €ij, are related to the stress through

the generalized Hooke's law as:

t,.i = (c,.¡*',., )-' ou,. (2.6)

However, in the portion of the matrix close to the inhomogeneity, and also within the

inhomogeneity, both the matrix and the inclusion undergo the additional stress and strain.

The stress field within the inhomogeneity can be expressed as:

oùrrl * oij = cùr,r(.) (ui, - ui, )* C,¡o,,.,uu,. (2.7)

Equations (2.3) and (2.7) can then be used to find the strain and the srress in the

inhomogeneity as a function of the transformation strain. It should be noted that in

contrast to the inclusion problem, the transformation strain in this case is unknown, and

must be calculated.

For an externally stressed elastically inhomogeneous system, both the

inhomogeneous and the equivalent homogeneous system undergo different deformations.

Eshelby's inclusion principle [16] results in,
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(2.8)

The transformation strain can be determined in terms of the strain associated with

the known external traction by substituting Eq. (2.3) into Eq. (2.g). The stress in the

inhomogeneity can then be found using Eq. (2.8). The inhomogeneity strain componenrs

are obtained from the stress components using the generalized Hooke,s law. The local

stress and strain in the immediate vicinity of the inhomogeneity are not calculated in the

above Eshelby's analysis.

Eshelby's theory of equivalent inclusions is perhaps the most accepted elastic

constitutive model applicable to PMMCs. However, Eshelby's method is only applicable

to composites with very small volume fraction of the reinforcement (v¡< 5vo). For higher

values of Vr, Eshelby's method has to be modified to account for the interaction in the

stress field between the reinforcements. The concept of average stress and strain in the

composite and its constituents has been used extensively in the past to account for the

interactions in the stress field between the particles. The self-consistent theory t17l-[1g],

and the Mori-Tanaka mean-field theory [19], both based on the concept of average stress

and strain, are the commonly used models. The self-consistent theory was originally

developed to model the average constitutive behavior of polycrystals. The self-consistent

theory has been used to estimate the macroscopic elastic moduli of two-phase composites

and also the average intemal non-uniformity of strain and stresses in the matrix and

particles of a composite system. Hutchinson [20] has used this theory to estimate the

elastic-plastic incremental relations of polycrystals and composites. Although

straightforward, the method does not provide acceptable results when the matrix contains
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either voids or pedectly rigid inclusions [21]. Consequently, Mori-Tanaka's mean field

theory has been more widely used, and due to its use in this research, it is detailed below.

The Mori-Tanaka mean field theory [i9] assumes that for a composite system

with a finite volume fraction of particles, the average stress in the matrix differs from the

remotely applied stress by an unknown amount referred to as the average perturbed

stress, å. fn" comesponding average strain in the matrix also differs from the strain

associated with the remotely applied stress by an unknown perturbed strain, ð. rr,i,

perturbed strain takes into account the interactions in the stress fields of adjacent

particles. This method is referred to as mean fieid theory, since Mori-Tanaka,s

modifications involves replacing the complex position dependent states of stress and

strain in the matrix with an average stress and strain. Due to these modifications, the

Eshelby's equivalent principle given in Eq. (2.g) becomes:

o,j,,, = C,ju,<,1(eu, +eo+si,) = Cij.(*)1ei, +õ*,+e*, -el,).

SubstitutingBq. (2.3) inro Eq. (2.9) yields:

C,j*,(r) 1e*, + õ *,* S,¡*,tl' ) = Cu*,,.,tu, * C,j*,r.) (e *,+ S,¡*,e[ - si,).

(2.e)

(2.10)

Equation (2.I0) contains two unknowns, r* and el,. Consequently, one additional

relation is necessary to obtain a complete solution. In Eq. (2.10), the second term of the
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right hand side of the equation is referred to as the constrained stress, o.i , and is expressed

mathematically as:

6l = C¡u¡m)(e*,+Su*,e1, -el). (2.rr)

In [19], Mori and Tanaka have shown that for a macroscopically homogeneous body in

static equilibrium, the volume integral over the entire composite domain of the stress

disturbance given in Eq. (2.II) vanishes. From this, Mori and Tanaka obtained an

expression relating the constrained, the perturbed, and the transformation strains as:

t u= -Vr (ui, - r[ ). (2.r2)

The perturbed strain, ; * and the transformation strain, €i., , can be obtained by

simultaneously solving Eqs. (2.10) and (2.12). The constrained strain, and rhe

reinforcement stress are then obtained using Eqs. (2.3) and, (2.9) respectively. The

reinforcement strain is obtained from the calculated stress using the Hooke's law. The

perturbed stress is found from Eq. (2.11). The matrix stress can be obtained by adding the

calculated perturbed stress to the remotely applied stress, while the matrix strain is then

obtained from the calculated matrix stress using Hooke's law.
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2.1.2 Elastic-Plastic Constitutive Models

The original Mori-Tanaka approach [19] has been used mainly to evaluate the

elastic behavior of composite materials. The emphasis on elasticity shows its importance

in applications, and gives the means for developing practical design methods. It is,

however, unrealistic to assume that all components being modeled behave in a linear

manner' That is' although the ceramic particles are generally relatively stiff, and thus,

elastic material behavior can be assumed, the metallic matrix can behave in an elastic-

plastic manner. It is apparent [3], t6l, t22l-1231 thâr limited work has been done with

regard to the plastic behavior of PMMCs due to the complexity of the associated analysis.

rn 1231, Tandon and Weng considered the elastic-plastic stress-strain behavior of

spherical particle reinforced composites under multiaxial loading using the secant moduli

of the ductile, work hardening matrix. Specifically, in f231, the elastic-plastic behavior of

the composites was analyzed by applying the concept of secant propefties to the elastic

Mori-Tanaka mean field theory [19]. In the Tandon-Weng model, the secant modulus of

the matrix in the piastic range changes with an increase in plastic deformation. since the

change is not known beforehand, at each state of stress or strain, an initial value has to be

assumed for the matrix effective plastic strain. Although the model received attention

from the research community, it can only be applied if the loads are applied in a

proportional manner and cannot be applied if there is a load reversal.

In an attempt to study the elastic-plastic deformation of multiphase composites

materials under non-proportional loading, Li and Chen lZ4) reformulated the mean field

theory in an incremental form. The method is aimed at appiication to multiphase
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materials in which the components exhibit different elastic-plastic material behavior

under non-proportional or reverse loading. The application of the Li and Chen,s model

l24l to two-phase composites, is an integral part of this research and will be detailed in

Chapter Three. Since the Li and Chen's model }al ß essentially a reformulation of the

mean field theory in an incremental form, theoretically, it could be used to study the

elastic-plastic deformation of composite materials under non-proportional monotonic and

cyclic loadings' However Li and Chen only implemented and validated their model for

uniaxial monotonic loading. That is, in [24], the model was not validated for the case of

multiaxial cyclic loading. Generally, the Li and Chen's model l24l can be used in

conjunction with any cyclic plasticity model developed for homogeneous materials to

predict the constituents plastic strain components.

Inelastic constitutive models for homogeneous metals subjected to cyclic loads

(cyclic plasticity models) are still evolving. Two classes of such cyclic plasticity models

are described in [25]. The models in the first classification are based on thermodynamic

concepts in which it is assumed that the present state of the material depends on the

present values of observable variables and a set of internal variables. Included in this

category are the Prager model 1261, ziegler model 127), }y'rróz model [2g], and the

Armstrong and Frederick model [29], modified by Chaboche et. al. 1301. In rhis class, ro

explain the plastic behavior of materials upon loading beyond the yield point and upon

reloading, the concept of yield stress and loading/unloading conditions are used. One of

the major drawbacks of the classical plasticity model involves the difficulty of defining

the point at which yielding has occurred, since the phenomenon of yield itself is a gradual

transition from a linear to a non-linear stless-straìn response. For some materials, it is
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often difficult to know the configuration of the subsequent yield surface, and also

difficult to find it experimentally in the fully three dimensional case. The second class of

plasticity models is based on the thermodynamic concept that the present state of material

depends on the present values and the past history of observable variables onÌy (total

strains, temperature etc), giving rise to hereditary theories. The endochronic theory of

plasticity t31l-t341 is based on this concepr. It was developed to circumvent some of the

problems associated with the first class of plasticity theory.

For homogeneous materials, in t35l-t38], research investigations were carried out

to compare the effectiveness of different classical cyclic plasticity models in modeling

the experimentally observed material responses. Prager model 126l and Ziegler model

l27l have been found to poorly predict the hardening behavior of homogeneous materials

subjected to non-proportional loading [37]. The Mróz model [2g] was subsequently

observed to better model the constitutive response of components subjected to non-

proportional loading. However, the Mróz model [28] requires a large number of surfaces,

and a large amount of computer storage. To address these problems, several

modifications of the Mtóz model have been proposed. Some of the modifications include

the two-surface plasticity model t39l-t401, the Garud model [41], and the Chu model

l42l' It' is important to state that the advancements in computer technology have also

alleviated the non-availability of computer storage space. However, the Mróz model and

its various modifications still require a clearly defined yield point to give good results,

thus implying a finite elastic region. Theoretically, a finite region is essential because of

the requirement that the increment in plastic strain must be normal to the yield surface.

Consequently, the direction of the plastic strain depends on the configuration of the yield
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surface. In some materials, plastic effects appear immediately upon loading, thus the

onset of yielding is difficult to define. That is, if plastic effects were to begin immediately

upon loading, the region of the yield surface will collapse to a point. Since all directions

are normal to a point, the direction of the plastic strain increment may be impossible to

determine. It may even be inappropriate to define a concept of yielding for such materials

except possibly as an approximation. The endochronic theory, where the definition of a

yield point is not essential, provides an alternative approach to modeling the constitutive

behavior of materials. The theory has the capability to model plastic strains at the onset of

loading, and subsequent unloading. The endochronic theory is a relatively new pÌasticity

model. It provides a unified point of view to describe the elastic-plastic behavior of

materials since it does not require a yield surface and loading/unloading conditions. It has

also been shown in l32l that for homogeneous materials, the endochronic theory of

plasticity can better predict some of the transient effects associated with non-proportional

variable amplitude cyclic loading. In t43l-ta5l, it has been shown that the endochronic

theory would apply precisely to situations involving loading and cyclic behavior of

metals, as well as wave propagation in the plastic region.

Very few of the aforementioned cyclic plasticity models have been developed to

study the plastic behavior of PMMCs under multiaxial loading conditions [Z], ú01, [461.

In [46], ogarevic formulated a composite constitutive model based on the Li and Chen,s

model 1241, the incremental theory of plasticity, and the prager linear kinematic

hardening rule [26] to study the uniaxial cyclic deformation of discontinuously reinforced

metal matrix composites (MMCs) both at room and elevated temperatures. The modeÌ

was demonstrated only analytically for extemally applied uniaxial cyclic loading. A
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major relevant model that deals with the biaxial proportional case was developed by

Lease [2], and Lease et. al. t101. In [2] and [10], the Li and chen model Lz4lwas used

with chaboche et. al.'s [30] incremental plasticity theory to simulate the constitutive

behavior of the composite system. The model was demonstrated both analytically and

experimentally for cyclic axial and biaxial proportional loading. Although the axial and

torsional elastic-plastic strain and stress seemed to accurately simulate the monotonic

tests' the elastic loading/unloading portions of the cyclic uniaxial and biaxial tests show

some obvious differences that increase with increasing strain range l2l.

other relevant research investigations on the elastic-plastic constitutive behavior

of PMMCs include rhe work of Koh et. al. [9], Ellyin and Xia 1471, zihuier. ar. [4g], and

Ellyin et' al' [a9]. The research investigations presented in these papers are mainly

experimental and computational (FEA). The plastic constitutive model used in the FEA is

a rate independent two surface constitutive model formulated by Ellyin and Xia L4ll.In

[48] some experimental results were presented for both uniaxial and biaxial tension-

compression cyclic tests on tubular specimens made of pMMcs.

To date, there has been no research investigation conducted for the case of non-

proportional variable amplitude loading of PMMCs. In addition, there has been virtually

no attempt yet to determine the suitability of the aforementioned generally accepted

cyclic plasticity models developed for homogeneous materials in predicting the plastic

behavior of PMMCs.
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2.2 Notch-Root Stress-Strain Estimation Methods

It can be shown that the material constitutive models provide four of the seven

relations require to completely define the matrix notch root stress-strain histories (Eqs.

2'I and 2'2). The additional three equations can be obtained using approximate relations.

For homogeneous materials, several simplified methods have been proposed to estimate

the notch root elastic-plastic strain and stress. These methods are based on the assumption

that the plastic deformation localized in the notch root area, is controlled by a relatively

large surrounding elastic field. In making this assumption, the local elastic-plastic strain

and stress histories can be obtained using the results of a relatively easier elastic analysis

From several of the previously developed analytical models, two methods, the Neuber,s

method [50] and the equivalent strain energy method (ESED) proposed by Moski and

Glinka [51], have been the most frequently used by various researchers. These methods

were originally developed for the case of uniaxial loading and then generalized to address

multiaxial external loading and are categorized as such in the following sections.

2.2.1 Uniaxial Notch Root Approximate Relations

The original Neuber's method [50] was proposed for a notched body under pure

shear stress, but it is often used for notches under tension and bending. Neuber,s rule

states that the elastic stress concentration (K¡) is equal to the geometric mean of the actual

stress and strain concentration factors. This can be mathem aticalty represented as:
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Kf = KoK, =
o€

on.rtn.,

where Ko and K, are the stress and strain concentration factors respectivel!, on.s and tn.s

are the nominal stress and strain in the net section respectively, and o and e are the local

stress and strain respectively. Neuber's rule can be used with the material uniaxial stress-

strain curve to predict the local elastic-plastic strain and stress. That is, in substituting the

material curve into Eq. (2'13), the local stress and strain can be found knowing the

component geometry and the elastic nominal stress and strain associated with the applied

loads.

The equivalent energy density method (ESED) [51] was originally developed for

a body in plane stress, where there is a uniaxial stress condition at the notch root. The

ESED method assumes that the strain energy density at the notch root in the elastic-

plastic body can be estimated assuming material was to hypothetically remain elastic.

Based on this assumption, the ESED has been mathematically represented as:

(2.r3)

(2.14)'.z-w"- Jode"' - w. -F_dr_

In Eq' (2'14), W" and \ are the strain energy densities at the notch root and in the net

section respectively. In [51], the true stress-strain curve (e.g. the Ramberg-osgood

equation) was substituted into Eq. (2.14) for the case of local yielding to obtain the local
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parameters' To account for large plastic yielding at the notch root, Glink a l12lintroduced

a plastic zone correction factor.

It has been shown for uniaxial loading in I53l that the Neuber,s rule

overestimates, while the ESED method underestimates the experimentally measured

notch root strains- Specifically, Neuber's rule predicts an upper bound, and the ESED

method predicts a lower bound approximation to the notch root strains obtained from

experiments.

As mentioned, the Neuber's and ESED models were originally developed for the

case of plane stress, where a uniaxial stress state prevails at the notch root. For situations

where the plane stress condition is no longer valid (e.g. plane strain, with biaxial state of

stress, transverse constraint), the models or the constitutive relations have to be modified.

Several researchers have attempted this in the past. walk er l54l used the original

Neuber's rule but modified the material constitutive relation. walker obtained a new

stress-strain curve in the maximum principal direction through the modification of the

uniaxial stress-strain curve to reflect the effect of the minor principal stresses. By

assuming a state of plane strain, Dowling et. al. [55] also modified the uniaxial stress

curve to generate the vanishing transverse strain at the surface of a constraint notch root.

Glinka et' al' [53] used a similar approach and modified the plane stress ESED method to

address the plane strain condition. Topper et. al. [56] also modified the Neuber,s rule to

make it applicable to cyclic loading.
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2.2.2 Multiaxial Notch Root Approximate Relations

For multiaxial elastic-plastic strain-stress analysis, most of the existing models are

extensions of the Neuber and the ESED uniaxial approximation methods. For the case of

proportional loading, Hoffman and Seeger [57] developed a generalization of Neuber,s

rule' and Moftakhar et. al. [58] developed an alternative genenlization of Neuber's rule

and of the ESED method.

For non-proportional loading, simplified methods are still evolving. Some of the

existing models attempt to either incorporate the effect of the notch into the constitutive

relations or develop the Neuber's rule and ESED method in incremental form. Some of

the models that have incorporated the effect of the notch into the constitutive models

include those presented in t59l-1621. In [63], Singh attempted the reformulation of

Neuber's and ESED methods in incremental forms to account for the path dependent

nature of non-proportional loading. This approach is the most relevant to this research

and would be discussed briefly in this section.

For the incremental Neuber's rule, in [63], it was proposed that for a given

increment in the external load, the coresponding increase in the total strain energy

density (i.e. sum of the increment in strain energy density and complementary strain

energy density) at the notch root in an elastic-plastic homogeneous body can

approximated by that obtained if the body was to hypothetically remain elastic through

out the loading history. Mathematically, this can be represented as:

oiÄei +eiAoi = orTAe,T +e,)lo), (2.1s)
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where "e" represents notch root components that can be found from an elastic analysis,

"N" represents elastic-plastic notch root components as estimated by the incremental

Neuber's rule, and A stands for an increment in the variable (in this case, stress or

strain). Equating elastic and elastic-plastic energies at only the point of highest stress

concentration is justified in [63] based on the assumption of localized plasticity. That is,

the plastic zone around the notch root is small, and thus its behavior is largely controlled

by that of the surrounding elastic field. Equation (2.15) reduces to the original form of

Neuber's rule given in [50] for a body in plane stress.

For the incremental ESED method, in [63], the method states that for a given

increment in the applied load, the increment in the strain energy density at the notch root

in an elastic-plastic homogeneous body is the same as that which would be obtained at

the notch root if the body were to hypothetically remain elastic as the loads were applied.

The hypothesis can be represented mathematically as:

oiaei = oflef , (2.1.6)

where "E" represents elastic-plastic notch root components as estimated by the

incremental ESED method. A graphical representation of ESED method and Neuber,s

rule are shown in Figs. 2.3 (a-b).In [63], these methods were used in conjunction with

the Mróz [28] plasticity model to determine the notch root stress-strain history in a

homogeneous component subjected to non-proportional loading. Favorable results were

obtained when compared to experimental results presented in [59].
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All the approximate relations aforementioned were developed originally for

homogeneous materials such as metals. For PMMCs under uniaxial cyclic loading, in

1461, it has been indicated that the uniaxial simplified methods for notch root elastic-

plastic strain-stress prediction, and the stabilized hysteresis loop could theoretically be

used to predict the fatigue life of a composite system. However, the development or

applications were not given. To date, research has not been conducted on developing

such simplified models for determining the elastic-plastic strain and stress histories at

notch root in PMMC components subjected to multiaxial cyclic loads. As noted in

Chapter One, in order to properly provide such models, complexities in modeling the

mechanical behavior of PMMCs in the presence of external (geometric and loading) and

internal (heterogeneous, matrix elastic-plastic behavior) non-linearities must first be

ovelcome from a theoretical viewpoint. If accomplished, the developed models must be

experimentally validated for reliability and thus acceptance. For experimental validation,

several strain measuring devices have been used in the past to measure strains in

specimens with notches. In the next section, the background of the strain measurement

system used in this research is detailed.

2.3 Experimental Measurement of Notch-Root Strains

A conventional technique for measuring notch root strain is the application of

strain gages. Measurement of elastic-plastic strains of notched specimen started with

Griffith work [64] in 1948. Griffith investigated the effect of plasric flow in a rension

panel with a circular hole. electromagnetic strain gage was used to measure the strains at
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the specimens inner edge. Although capacitance and inductance-based strain gages have

been constructed, their sensitivity to vibration, mounting requirements, and circuit

complexity have limited their applications. The electrical resistance strain gages are the

most popular point strain measuring device. Electrical resistance strain gages are capable

of monitoring strains over a wide range of values, from 1 micro-strain to well over

10'000 micro-strains in either tension or compression. Electrical resistance strain gages

are available in a wide variety of gage lengths and configurations, and operate over a

wide range of temperatures. In addition, they are relatively inexpensive and have been

used in a variety of applications. Papirno [65] used resistance strain gage, about 0.04 inch

long, to measure the monotonic notch root strains for a notched specimens with a notch

root radius of about 0'159 inch' Barkey t59l and Barkey et. al. [60] used the strain gage

rosette to measure the notch root strains of circumferentially notched solid shaft

specimens made of 2070 steel subjected to a variety of proportional and non-proportional

stress-controlled loading paths. Although relatively inexpensive, and effective for some

applications, the validity of strain gage in measuring strains is not without suspect due to

the possibility of adhesive debonding, and grid breakage particularly during cyclic

loading. The use of strain gages for design optimization in an intensive, time-critical

development effort is limited because strain gages require time-consuming and careful

applications [66]. In addition, strain gages only measure strain at a point where they are

attached' Consequently, they cannot capture true peak strain or high resolution

information when applied in regions having large strain gradients [66]. That is, measuring

strains at the notch roots is almost impossible using the conventional strain gages, and

particularly so for notches with very small root radii.
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For measuring strain in region with large strain gradients, optical strain measuring

techniques such as laser-based interferometric strain/displacement gage and holography

interferometries have been used. Optical measuring technique is becoming popular due to

readily available light sources, detectors, and optical components. Measurement of

elastic-plastic strains using optical techniques dates back to the 1960s. A suitable optical

instrument for measuring strains is a laser-based interferometric strain/displacement gage

(ISDG) developed by Guillot and Sharpe 167l in 1983. It has a gage lengrh rhat is as short

as 25 micrometer, but is usually 150 or 200 micrometer. A latter version of the equipment

permits the biaxial strain measurement at the notch roots [68]. To use this equipment for

strain measurement in a specimen, two tiny indentations are made in the notch root area

of the specimen. These indentations serve as the gage length. When the indentations are

illuminated with a laser, interference fringe patterns are formed in space. As the material

is deformed, the gage length changes, these changes are indicated by the displacement of

the fringes. This displacement is then translated into strain using a computer-controlled

program. However, the effect of the indentations on the local field, especially in the

plastic region is a matter of concern. In addition, the diffraction phenomena, which are

related to the characteristics of the fringe patterns, depend also on the size of the indents.

The larger the size of the indents, the more the intensity in the fringe patterns. This effect,

though favorable to IDSG optical system, however, reduces the spread of the fringe

pattern. There is a tendency that the whole fringe pattern may move out of the

photosensor due to the fact that the positions of the photosensors are fixed in ISDG

system and fringe patterns are swept across the slits through servomirrors. This effect is a
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critical disadvantage. The equipment is also vulnerable to ambient vibration since

vibration can cause the shifting of the fringe patterns.

Holography interferometry is a well-established method for measuring small

displacements and strains. Electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESpI) t66l is

considered an electronic version of holographic interferometry. When compared to ISDG,

ESPI is relatively new strain measuring equipment, and it does not require any

indentation to measure strain in a specimen. It is a full-field non-contact experimental

measuring technique that allows rapid and highly accurate measurement of the three

dimensional (3D) deformation and surface strains with high resolution [66]. Electronic

speckle pattern interferometry uses a CCD camera to acquire and store fringe images.

The 3D deformation and surface strains are obtained using a computer that processes the

images' The system gathers data like conventional strain gages, but the video detector

provides the equivalent data of approximately 5000 strain gages. It has several

advantages over the conventional strain gage measuring technique. Electronic speckle

pattern interferometry measuring technique provides full-field strain distribution with a

non-contact method, and it has a high spartial resolution, and it is well suited to capture

true peak strain in high-strain gradient regions. It also has high measuring sensitivities.

Electronic speckle pattern interferometry gives accurate strain data, and it can be applied

to any object with simple or complex geometry, as long as the test region is optically

accessible' However, one of the major disadvantages of ESPI is its high cost. In addition,

although, ESPI is sensitive to small displacement, unfortunately, the ESpI is also

susceptible to equally small ambient vibrations, and any other disturbances within the

measuring environment [66]. It should also be noted that ESpI system measures, and
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displays each direction of dispiacement sequentially, and not simultaneously.

Consequently' it takes more than a second to take a complete 3D measurement. In

addition, the load level and ambient conditions must be held constant when taking the

measurement' Some of the problems associated with ESPI, such as sensitivity issues, can

be overcome by using pulsed 3D ESPI. However, pulsed 3D ESPI is very large, and

extremely expensive. In addition, measurement of in-plane deformations in pulsed 3D

ESPI is based on comparison of images from three sensors. Consequently, any

imperfections in one of the sensors can result in a large error in the measured in-plane

deformation.

In this research, a novel optical measuring device known as 3D image correlation

system [69] is used' As in ESPI, 3D image correlation provides full 3D measurements,

which are critical for accurately measuring the strains in highly 3D material subjected to

complex loading conditions. 3D image coruelation system is based on photogrammetric

principles, and uses ordinary light rather than coherent laser light. The equipment is

substantially robust and has a greater dynamic range than other full-field imaging

technologies' The robustness of 3D image correlation becomes clearest when measuring

dynamic deformations. Unlike ESPI, which is not dynamic, 3D image correlation system

is a dynamic system' Consequently, for fatigue measurement using 3D image correlation,

the experimentation will not have to be halted every time a strain measurement is taken.

Halting of a fatigue test, as it is usually done when using ESPI, is time consuming, and

may introduce a large amount of experimental error. 3D image correlation system is

simpler to use and less expensive than ESPI. It is well suited for measuring strain in

cylindrical specimens, while the ESPI is ideal for flat specimens. Specifically, for
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measuring strains in circular specimen using ESPI, in addition to the two additional

illumination angles needed for the system, the system must be affixed to the specimen,

which is more difficult for curved surfaces. Furthermore, 3D image correlation system is

less sensitive to environmental noise and vibration than ESpI, hence, it is very adequate

for use with servohydraulic load frames, which often introduce a small amount of

vibration into the specimen' some specific areas in which 3D image correlation have

been successfully applied include, measurement of a crack tip with three point bending,

high speed fracture of a rubber sample, road wheel tire dynamometer testing, spin pin

testing, etc [70]. Details of the principle of operation of the 3D image correlation system

will be discussed in Chapter Five.

2.4 Summary of Literature Review

This chapter presented a literature review of elastic-plastic constitutive models for

PMMCs' and the approximate relations necessary for obtaining the local stress-strain

histories in engineering components. It also presented the background on the

experimental strain measurement system used in this research. Although various related

research work for PMMCs has been discussed, the chapter also highlighted the need for

more fundamental analytical and experimental research aimed at defining the mechanical

behavior of the PMMC components under service loading conditions. It is apparent that

to date, the following research investigations have not been carried out for pMMcs:
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a) There has been no cyclic plasticity model applicable to pMMCs rhat has been

validated experimentally for cyclic non-proportional loading, and particularly so

for variable amplitude loading type.

b) There has been no simplified method developed for PMMCs under cyclic non-

proportional loading.

c) There has been no experimental work conducted to evaluate constitutive models

for PMMCs for cyclic non-proportional loading.

d) There has been no experimental work conducted to evaluate stress-strain

estimation methods for notched pMMCs under non-proportional loading.
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Figure 2.1: stress components at the Notch Root of a Representative pMMC Bar
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Figure 2.2: Eshelby's Model: (a) Homogeneous Inclusion Composite (b) Inhomogeneous
Composite
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Figure 2.3: Graphical Representation (a) Incremental ESED Method, (b) Incremental
Neuber's Rule
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CHAPTER THREE: ELASTIC-PLASTIC CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS FoR

PMMCS

As stated in chapter one, there are barriers limiting the widespread applications

of PMMCs' one of the barriers is the lack of analytical tools that can be used to predict

their mechanical behavior under service loading conditions. with increasing interest in
the application of these materials in both structural and non-structural applications, the

need to understand, model, and predict the mechanical response and fatigue life of the

materials to applied multiaxial cyclic loads also increases. Fundamental continuum

mechanics suggests that this response is found by solving the set of governing field
relations' one of these relations is defined by the material stress-strain relation referred to

as the constitutive relation' In chapter Two, relevant research investigations into the

constitutive behavior of PMMCs have been presented. However, the chapter highlighted

the need for more fundamental analytical and experimental research aimed at defining the

constitutive behavior of PMMCs under cyclic non-proportional loading. Furthermore, as

noted in chapters one and rwo, a constitutive relation capable of modeling the stress-

strain response of a PMMC component under cyclic external loads must also be known

before a complete notch root strain-stress analysis can be conducted. consequently, the

development of a suitable cyclic constitutive relation capable of modeling the inelastic

stress-strain behavior of PMMCs under cyclic non-proportional loading conditions is

critical in engineering design' This chapter gives the details of two constitutive models

developed and implemented for pMMCs in this research.
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Both of the developed models are based on the decomposition of the total matrix

and reinforcement strain tensors into their elastic and plastic parts. That is, in a composite

system' the matrix follows the elastic-stress strain relation with zero plastic strains until

the state of stress in the matrix satisfies the yield conditions. For small deformations, the

increments in the components of the total matrix strain tensor, delr*l , can be decomposed

into the elastic, duui., , and plastic,de,jf.) , components given as:

del ., = dui,., + def,.,. (3.1)

Since the reinforcement remains relatively stiff, the increment

strain, defi¡ , is composed of only the elastic component, drl¡1¡¡ , or,

defirr = deilrr.

in the reinforcement

(3.2)

Following the approach used for pMMCs in [2] and [r0], in this research, the

elastic components of the matrix and reinforcement strains and stresses are obtained from

the applied incremental stresses or strains using the incremental form of the mean field

theory developed by Li and chen 1241, detailed in section 3.1. The differences between

l2l and the two models developed here lie in the plastic components of the matrix strain.

These plastic components are obtained using two alternative cyclic plasticity models,

described in Section 3.2. The developed constitutive relations for pMMCs are presented



in Section 3.3 and the method of implementing

Finally, Section 3.5 summarises the chapter.
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these models is given in Section 3.4.

3.1 Elastic Stress-strain Components

As stated in chapter Two, Li and chen [24] reformulated the Mori-Tanaka mean

field theory [19] in an incremental form to make it applicable to elastic-plastic non-

proportional analysis. on the basis of Li and chen mod el [24], the approach used to

determine the incremental elastic stress and strain components in the matrix,

reinforcement, and composite is presented in this section. This approach is suitable for

PMMCs with high volume fractions of reinforcement, since it accounts for the

interactions in the stress fields between the reinforcing particles.

consider an elastic component that is subjected to an increment in external load

or displacement tensor. In the absence of reinforcement, the external load would give rise

to an increase in the uniform stress field, do',, , which can be related to the increment in

the strain field, drij, by writing Hooke's raw (Eq. 2.6) inan incremental form as:

deu = (c¡*,r*, )-'do*, . (3.3)

Following the approach introduced by Mori and ranaka

the average incremental stress in the matrix, dou,"',, differs from

stress by a perturbed incremental stress, d åu,,o, , or,

mean field rheory [19],

the applied incremental
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Although the presence of reinforcement would give rise to local non-linear sress

gradients, in [19], Mori and Tanaka find it acceptable to define the average stress and

strain between particles because relating the actual state of stress to strain at a point in a

composite system is a complex non-linear problem. As noted in Chapter Two, the mean

field theory provides a simplification to the rather complex non-linear problem.

The incremental perturbed stress is related to the corresponding incremental

perturbed strain, d ãu,., , by the Hooke,s law as:

d o¡j(n')= Cu*,,.,d ; ¡,,,,, (3.s)

wheredõu,., i' the matrix incremental strain disturbance that results from the presence of

the particles. The average incrementar stress in the matrix is given by:

do,,,., =do,j +dåu,.,.

do,j(,n) = do,j * d o¡1.¡ = C,j*,,., (dtkr + d; kl(.)) = C,j*,(*)dt*,(.).

(3.4)

(3.6)

The particles average incremental stress and strain are also different from that of the

matrix' Applying Eshelby's equivalent inclusions principle, as stated in Eq. (2.g), yields:

dou,r, = C¡u1r¡(de*, +dt*,,.,*de[,) = C,j*,,,o¡(dt*, +di*,,,n,+dei, -dei,). (3.7)



Using the rule of mixtures, the composite stress

constituents stresses, or,

do,.¡ = Vrdo,¡,r, * %dou,,n,,

where v- is matrix vorume fractions. Equations (3.6)-(3.s) can be combined to give:

dåu,.,v. = !rdCI.¡1r1.

d õ u,.,= (1 - V* XI - Su*, )(dei, ).
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is obtained as the weighted sum of the

(3.8)

(3.e)

The incremental strain disturbance in the matrix can be found using Eqs. (3.6)_ (3.7), and

(3.9) as:

(3.10)

Equations (3.6), (3.9), and (3.i0), and the incremental

manipulated to obtain the incremental transformation

incremental transformation strain is given as:

where,

form of Eq. (2.3) can be

strain, du,l. The resulting

dei = 5t (C¡.r,trr) - Cuo,1*¡) (c;l,,,,aou ), (3.11)

L = [(vr -l)C¡ro{m) (I -s¡rr) * c,¡u,<rr[v, (s¡r.r - I) -sukr]. (3.r2)
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substituting Eq. (3'11) into Eq. (3.10), and the resulring equarion inro Eq. (3.6), yields the

average incremental stress in the matrix, or,

dou,-, = doü -Vrcrr.,(,') (s*,,, -I)I;'(ckr,,(r) -ctr,,1.;)co'.,,",,do'u. (3.r3)

The incremental matrix elastic strain can be calculated using the Hooke,s law as:

deuu", = C,.ii,t*,dou,,',' (3.t4)

The average incremental stress in the

(3.11) as:

reinforcement is obtained from Eqs. (3.7) and

dou,r, = do,j * V*C*,,,r.1 (S*,,, -I)L- r(Ckh,(r) 
-Cu,,1.¡)Ci,t,1.,do¡. (3. i5)

The incremental elastic strain in the reinforcement can then be

Hooke's law as:

calculated using the

dtirrr = C,.ii,,r,do*,,r,. (3.16)

The increments in the average strains or stresses in the composite can be estimated

using an approximate technique proposed by Li and chen in pal. For a murti-phase

composite system, the technique assumes that the work done by an average stress or

strain increment in the composite is equal to the weighted sum of the work done by the



stress or strain increment of each particle

two-phase composite system yields:
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and the matrix. Apptying this technique to a

do,* dt*] = V.do¡rr.ldt*,,., + V, do,*1, ¡deu,,r, . (3.r7)

This relation has been used in l2l, U}I l24l to calculate the stress or strain

increments in the composite from the constituents stress or strain increments. Using the

relations presented above, i.e. Eqs. (3.3)-(3.I7), that outlined the incremental mean field

theory, the average increments in stress and strain in an elastic PMMC and its

constituents can be determined knowing the strain and stress field that would arise in the

component if it was hypothetically made of the homogeneous matrix material, and the

composite material properties.

3.2 Cyclic Plasticity Models

once the matrix has exceeded its initial yield limit, the increment in the total

matrix strain can be found using Eqs. (3.1), (3.13), (3.r4), and a suitable plastic

constitutive model. To obtain the increment in the matrix plastic strain tensor in Eq. (3.1)

it is essential to implement an incremental plasticity model within the framework of the

Li and Chen [24] incremental mean field theory.

As emphasized in Chapter Two, several cyclic plasticity models are currently

being used to describe the stress-strain relationship in homogeneous materials. of these,

only few have been incorporated into formulation targeted at describing the constitutive
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behavior of PMMCs' As also noted in Chapter Two, the incremental plasticity model

based on the }úróz model [28] was observed to accurately model the constitutive

response of homogeneous components subjected to cyclic non-proportional loading.

Although the Mróz type model is more widely known, the endochronic theory, emanating

from thermodynamic principles, has a benefit of not requiring the knowledge of the yield

surface and thus has been gaining wide interest. Furthermore, it has also been shown in

L32l that for homogeneous materials, the endochronic theory of plasticity can better

predict some of the transient effects associated with cyclic non-proportional loading.

In this research, two sets of elastic-plastic constitutive relations are identified as

applicable to PMMCs. Specifically, using the Mróz model (Secrion 3.2.1) and the

endochronic theory of plasticity (Section 3.2.2) as their bases, two constitutive models

are developed that describe the increments in the matrix plastic strain given in Eq. (3.1).

These sets of relations account for the interaction in stress fields between adjacent

particles in PMMCs.

3.2.1 NI.róz Model

The formulation of the matrix incremental classical plasticity theory using the

Mróz model [28] is based on three major components: a yield surface, a flow rule and a

hardening rule.

The yield surface is used to define the onset of plastic deformation for a material

subjected to multiaxial loading. The yield function is generally formulated by postulating

a yield criterion' Several yield criteria have been proposed for homogeneous materials
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among which the von-Mises criterion, which uses the distortional energy to predict the

onset of plastic yielding, is the most widely used. For the matrix material, the von-Mises

yield criterion can be mathematically represented as:

(3.18)

where S¡, and oo(m) represent the deviatoric components of the matrix stress, oi¡1*¡, ând

material yield stress respectively. The matrix deviatoric stress tensor can be obtained

from:

Sij(nt = ou(,n)

where ôu is the Kronecker delta.

F (su,-,) = j(tu,,",)(t,,,,",) -o3,., = o,

drl,-, =trdl(out'').
doiit.l

-[å)"*,-,u , (3.1e)

(3.20)

The flow rule relates the strain and stress increments. It assumes that the

increments in plastic strains are usually proportional to the partial derivatives of a stress

potential function. When the potential function is the same as the yield function, the

resulting flow rule is termed the associated flow rule; the direction of plastic strain being

associated with the yield function.

The associated flow rule is given by:

The flow rule can be re-written in the general form as:
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(3.2r)

where Kpr,n) ând ñu represent the matrix hardening modulus and the unit outward normal

associated with the yield surface respectively. The outward normal to the yield surface is

given by,

âSu,.,
(3.22)

The hardening rule indicates how the yield function changes during the plastic

deformation of the material. There are two major classifications of hardening rules

developed for homogeneous materials that include the isotropic and the kinematic

hardening rules. The isotropic hardening model assumes that the center of the yield

surface remains fixed but the size of the yield surface increases during plastic

deformation. However, the isotropic hardening rule is not suitable for modeling cyclic

deformation of materials since it does not account for the anisotropy associated with

plastic deformation (the Bauschinger effect). To account for this effect, the kinematic

hardening model, which assumes that the size and the shape of the yield surface remains

unchanged while the center of the surface translates by an amount d(¡ in the stress space

(shown in Fig' 3.1), is used. In the kinematic hardening model, €¡1n,¡represent the

deviatoric components of the backstress tensor, cru. To date, most of the existing

dul,,,, = ¡}, ñ,, (ñ*,do'*,,., ),

flû =

AF

AF AF

âs*,,*, ôs*,r.r
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classical cyclic plasticity models are formulated based on the idea of a translating yietd

surface. However, their difference lies in the rule governing the translation.

In [28], Mróz modeled the nonlinear response of a material by introducing a field

of " l " initially concentric work hardening surfaces and prescribing a translation rule for

the surfaces moving with respect to one another. A given surface, n(1< n < I ), is defined

by its center coordinates, sl , u yield stress, ol , and a plastic tangent, EiH, , as illustrated

in Fig' 3.2. The model assumes that each surface can be described by the same

relationship as the yield criterion. If the von-Mises yield criterion is used, a given surface

can be represented by,

F" (S¡1,.¡,6u,.,) = j(t,,,,", -€i,*,)(tu,-, -€1,.,)-ol,í = o. (3.23)

If the state of stress lies on a given surface, it is referred to as the active surface, and the

subsequent increment in the plastic strain can be found by combining Eqs. (3.2I), (3.22)

and (3.23) giving:

dtft,,r = (3.24)

To obtain the yield stresses, o!T1,,, and hardening moduli, Ki,.,, of each of the

surfaces' the matrix material uniaxial stress-strain curve is divided into segments. Each

segment can be described by its tangent modulus, Eill,, and an equivalent stress, as

shown in Fig. 3'2. The yield stress associated with a particular surface (n), is obtained
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from the equivalent stress of surface (n). If the matrix material stress-strain curve is

known, the hardening modulus associated with a particular surface (n) can be obtained as

follows. For uniaxial loading, using the notation in Fig. 2.r,Eq. (3.24)reduces to,

det^. . - 3 (srr,., -€ir,.,)tdo,*,uc221m¡:tm. Q.25)

In Eq. (3.25), o'!if, .un be obtained from Eq. (3.23) as:

The deviatoric stless and backstress tensors for uniaxial loading are expressed

respectively as:

o'1,,,1, = å[(t,,,.¡ - €i',,,,, )' * (rr,*, -Eir,^t)' * (rr,,., - €1,,., )']. (3.26)

Sü(nr) =

-t
a6zz<nt 0 0

)o ão"*" o

00-1
;ozzr.r

-l
aazz<^t 0 0

)o |a"'^' o

00-1 jazzl^t

(3.27)

and,

9ü(.) = (3.28)
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Substituting Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) into Eq. (3.26) and rearranging gives:

The matrix uniaxial stress-strain curve, illustrated in Fig.

segments in such a way that the resulting strain at any point R

by the expression:

SubstitutingBq. (3.29) into Eq. (3.25) gives:

o!ìf, = ] (t,,., - \i,,^,)'

'n 2 d6rr,^,
Ñp(') = 

ã da5r,-

(3.2e)

(3.30)

3.2, can be divided into

can be related to the stress

(3.31)

plastic strain component, and

the hardening modulus of the

(3.32)

Differentiating Eq. (3.31) with respect to rhe matrix

substituting the resulting relation into Eq. (3.30) yield

active matrix surface as:

elRl = 
of) 

* çgf 
t 

* o(n)- of )

c\N/- 
E -k{- q-

Kln', =3ffi
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At the beginning of an initial load increment, it is assumed that the matrix strains

are elastic, and can be obtained using Eqs. (3.i3) and (3.14). This initial elastic region

continues until the innermost matrix yield surface (i.e. Fl¡ is reached. This is achieved

when the equation,

F' (s,,,.,) = j(t,,,,",)(tu,-, 
)-o1,"1, = o, (3.33)

is satisfied.

During plastic straining, it is required that the plastic deformation must be

consistent with the changes in the yield surface. That is, the stress state must always lie

on a yield surface. When the stress lies on the yield surface, the subsequent straining may

be due to elastic-plastic loading or elastic unloading with the possibility of elastic-plastic

loading. The actual occurrence is determined by the loading/unloading criterion. Consider

the yield stress function (illustrated in Fig. 3.3). If the current matrix stress lies on the

active yield surface, and further increment in this stress results in a new state of stress

that lies within the yield surface, then the subsequent loading clearly yields elastic

unloading. In other words, if the angle, 0, between the directions of the outward normal

to the current yield surface and the current stress increment is obtuse, then this stress

increment moves inward from the yield surface. This condition for elastic unloading can

be mathematically represented as:

froru= 
o (3.34)
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On the other hand, if the angle 0, is acute, then the stress increment is directed toward

the exterior of the yield surface, thus, leading to elastic-plastic loading. This elastic-

plastic loading criterion can be expressed mathematically as:

fforu'o
(3.3s)

(3.36)

It should be noted that if the angle 0, is 90o, the inequality in Eq. (3.34) is equal, then the

stress increment will be tangential to the yield surface. This is referred to as a neutral

loading. For computer implementation, an algorithm is needed to ensure that the matrix

stresses for neutral loading remain on the yield surface. However, since the

implementation of this unloading criterion makes it almost impossible to locate neutral

loading, it is generally presented as an unloading condition. Consequently, an elastic

stress increment is added to the current stress while no movement in the yield surface

occurs. Equations (3.34)-(3.35) can be combined into a single equation as:

Elastic - plastic Loading

Elastic Unloading

where LP is found by substituting Eq. (3.23) inro Eq. (3.34) ro obrain,

i>o
LP{

l<o

LP = (S,, - €u )1o,,. (3.31)
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Mróz Model: Elastic Unloading

If the external load results in elastic unloading, as dictated by Eq. (3.36), the stress

point moves within the innermost material yield surface. The unloading constitutive

response of the matrix is then represented by the incremental mean field theory (Eqs.

(3.13)-(3.i4)). Additionally if the elastic unloading criterion is satisfied in Eq. (3.36), it is

important to find out whether or not the matrix will further experience an elastic-plastic

deformation during this load increment. A procedure for determining this is illustrated in

Fig' 3.4. In Fig. 3.4, the initially calculated matrix stress state lies on the inner yield

surface, if the unloading occurs during this increment, the stress path has to follow the

elastic analysis. Hence, during the elastic unloading, the matrix stress and deviatoric

stress increment could be obtained using Eq. (3.13) and Eq. (3.19). If the marrix stress

increment (Ot,,,*,)intersects the yield surface at S¡1.¡, then this new stress could be

found by using the equation:

S,j(,n) =Su+kAS¡¡,.,, (3.38)

where k is the parameter (greater than zero) that represents where and if the loading path

intersects the yield surface. To determine parameter k, it is required that the new matrix

stress stâte,S¡1.¡, must lie on the innermost yield surface (i.e. Fl). Substituting Eq. (3.38)

into Eq. (3.23), and simplifying the resulting equarion yield:
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[asu,,",.as,j(-) ] k2 * 
[zns,,,*,. 

(tu,_, - €i,., )] 
r. *

[(r.,,,", - €1,., ).(ru,-, - €1,-, )] - 3 "f 
,' = o

(3.3e)

Equation (3.39), when solved, yields two values of k. The correct root is the larger value

that is greater than zero. The correct root dictates whether or not elastic-plastic loading

will occur following an elastic unloading event, or,

(<t elastic - plastic loading will occurl'
O 

I 
= t new matrix stress state lies on the yield surface .

Lt i new matrix stress state is elastic

(3.40)

If a fraction of the stress increment is found to result in elastic-plastic loading, then the

corresponding strain increment must be found using the procedure below for elastic-

plastic loading.

Mróz Model : Elastic -Plastic Loading

If in accordance with Eq. (3.36) or (3.40) elastic-plastic unloading has occurred,

the matrix plastic strain increment can be found using Eq. (3.24). However, in doing so,

the active surface and the location of each surface in stress space must be determined.

Again, the active surface is the surface on which the stress state is located. The initial

surface in stress space is the surface associated with material yielding in tension, and the

outer surfaces become active at higher stress levels. Accordingly, initially the center

coordinate of each yield surface is zero. For matrix plastic straining, after obtaining the
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increment in the matrix stress tensor, it is essential to update the yietd surface

configuration using the Mróz translation rule. In l28l,}y'rróz prescribes a translation rule

for surfaces moving with respect to each other over distances given by the stress

increments. ldróz based the translation of the surface on the concept of mutual tangency.

That is, Mróz assumed that upon elastic-plastic loading, the surfaces move within each

other and they do not intersect. If, however, they come in contact or become mutually

tangent, they move together as a rigid body. The active surface is then determined by the

largest surface tangent to the active yield surface. The translation rule for the active

surface (n) is given in [28] as:

d€i,_, = ¿p (sill,, - si,_, ),

where dp is the magnitude of the active surface translation, and the t".- (S;¿i,-Si,.,)

governs the direction of its translation. The quantity Sl,1lr is the point on a surface Fn*r,

immediately outer to the active surface Fn, having the same unit normal as the active

surface at the actual cunent stress state, Si,*,. It is obtained from Mróz translation rule

as:

(3.4r)

(3.42)sil,l,, = €i¿i, .*(r,,,*, -El,-,),

where oiii, and oi,,, are the yield stresses of surfaces (n+1) and (n) respectively.
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The magnitude of translation is given by the consistency condition that assures that the

stress point lies on the yield surface during plastic deformation, or,

dp=
(S,,,., -€i,*, )dsu,., (3.43)

(s*,,-, - €1,,*, ) (tl,ä, -su,,-, )

All inner surfaces remain tangent at the loading point during the elastic-plastic loading

and thus the center of the inner surfaces can be obtained from:

€i*i, =r,,,., -*(r,,,*, -€i,.,) (3.44)

Before applying the translation rule, it is essential to determine the surface that is

active after the increment in the matrix stress tensor has been applied. In other words, if

surface F" is the active surface before the matrix stress increment, it is essential to

determine whether the new matrix stress state remains on surface Fn or if it lies on the

outer surface, Fn*l. This can be achieved by finding the fraction, K, of the matrix stress

increment that results in a stress state that lies on the outer surface Fn*l. This fraction of

the matrix stress, Aoi.,,*,, is determined such that the new matrix stress, oü(.) * do,,,.,,

lies on the outer yield surface. This is obtained by substituting the matrix deviatoric stress

tensor, S,j,., * dsu,"., , into Eq. (3.23), using the outer surface yield stress, giving:
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[(asu,-, * dS,j,.,)-€iî;Ì] 
[(oru,_, arÂS¡1_r)*qiïlÌJ-Jo5".',, -0. (3.4s)

The value of r can be found by simplifying Eq. (3.45) yielding:

[ls,,,*,.1s,ir,"¡ ] 12 * 
[rotu,,",.1tu,., - €lä, )] - 3 

oS'.'" = o.

(3.46)

-El¿;,)]'..[(tu,-, - qilj, 
)(r,,,.,

The correct value of r is the positive root of Eq.

determines the active matrix yield surface as:

(3.46), greater than zero, and it

the new active surface is Fn*r

F" remains the active surface
(3.47)

The matrix plastic strain tensor can be obtained from the given incremental

composite stress tensor using the properties associated with the active surface in the

normality flow rule (Eq. 3.2$. The total matrix strain tensor can then be found by

substituting Eqs. (3.i3)-(3.14) and, (3.24) inro Eq. (3.1). If rhe value ofris less rhan

unity, then the matrix updated stress stâte, o¡1¡¡ * do,jr,,), lies on the surface Fn*l. The

increment in the composite stress tensor that brought the matrix stress state to this new

yield surface has to be divided into two increments. Specifically, the first increment is

required to bring the new matrix elastic-plastic strain and stress state to the new yield

surface, and the second is required for subsequent straining of the new surface.

[<r
K<

lt1
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To obtain the fraction of the increment in the composite stress tensor that brought

the elastic-plastic strain and stress increment of the matrix to the new surface, the work

relation in Eq. (3.17) is used without the superscripts to indicate a single equation rather

than individual components of the equations. In this equation, the increment in the matrix

stress tensor is known. It is the matrix stress increment tensor given by, KÂo,,,.,, and the

matrix strain increment tensor can be obtained from the stress tensor using Eq. (3.14) on

the active surface Fn. The comesponding increment in composite and reinforcement stress

tensors can be obtained by finding the fraction, Ko , of the increment in composite tensor,

Aoij, (i.e. K"Aou) that satisfies Eq. (3.I7). The composite strain increment can be

obtained from this portion of the composite stress increment using the relation:

au,, = a* 
[t 

+ v, (y, (c, - c,, )s + c. )-' (c, - c. )]lo,,. (3.48)

For the portion of the composite increment stress tensor, i.e. r^Ao,., the increment in the

reinforcement stress tensor is obtained from Eq. (3.15), and the increment in the

reinforcement strain tensor is subsequently obtained using Eq. (3.16). Substituting these

increments in the reinforcement and matrix stress and strain tensors into Eq. (3.t7), and,

combining the resulring equation with Eq. (3.48) yields:

[c, 
(no,,n"')[t+v,. (ï" (c, -c.)s*c.)-'(c, -"-)]- l, ",,

L[t(o"rtv-t*,,,,,,,(s*,,,-I),.r(ckr,,(f,-c*,,,,,,,)ci,l,r.rdoi¡)a;i,,,,ou]-](* 
)

-., Iott;I"''cui"''l- "'" 
[1oou,.,do,,,.,) ]'

(3.49)
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Equation (3.49) yields two values of, Ko , the correct value is the one between zero and

unity. Consequently, r"Aou, produces the matrix elastic-plastic strain-stress state that lies

on the active surface F"*r . The remaining portion, l.e. (f - KoÄou ) produces the elastic-

plastic strain-stress state that moves with the surface Fn*r. Note that the value of r in Eq.

(3.49) is obtained in Eq. (3.46).

3.2.2 Endochronic Theory of Plasticity

The endochronic theory of plasticity was developed based on the observation that

the state of stress in the neighborhood of a point in an elastic-plastic material depends on

the set of all previous states of deformation in that neighborhood, but it does not depend

on the rapidity at which such deformation states have succeeded one another [31]. The

endochronic theory encompasses all cyclic plasticity theories in which the state of stress

at a pafticular load increment is a function of the history of strain with respect to a time

scale (referred to as intrinsic time scale), which is not the absolute time scale measured

by a clock' Different material behavior/responses are obtained simply by changing the

form of the intrinsic time scale [34]. For the non-proportional loading case, where the

states of stress and strain depend on the loading path, the definition of an appropriate

strain path is a fundamental task that must be carried out before the strain increments can

be obtained.

Originally in [31], Valanis defined the intrinsic time scale in terms of the length

of the path in total strain space. However in [71], Sandler indicated that the original

theory does not produce a correct reloading response and that it violates the Drucker,s
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postulate of stability. As a result, in [33], Valanis reformulated the intrinsic time scale in

terms of the length of the path in plastic strain space as opposed to the length of the strain

path in total strain space as in [31]. This has led to the revised endochronic theory of

plasticity, used in this research to predict the increment in the matrix plastic strain from a

given increment in stress. Here, all relations are developed to respect the heterogeneous

nature of PMMCs.

Since the endochronic theory implemented here deals with the plastic behavior of

the matrix, all of the material constants and equation sets are for the matrix material. The

endochronic constitutive equation for plastically incompressible, rate-independent,

initially isotropic materials is given by:

where,

s,jrn,) = ,Ío(r-r')o'lg,þ) or',

¿t=-dl
f (()

(3.50)

(3.s 1)

and,

a( = (aef,,,dul,., )'" (3.s2)

In Eqs. (3.50)-(3.52), f(C) and p(z) are material functions referred to as rhe hardening and

hereditary functions respectively, z is the intrinsic time scale, and ( is the intrinsic time

measure that defines the memory path in the plastic strain space. d( is the distance

between two neighboring points in plastic strain space. Deformation history effects of the

material are introduced into the constitutive equations through these parameters. The
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intrinsic time scale keeps a record of the changes in internal structure that occur as the

material deforms. Since elastic straining does not induce any changes in the internal

structure of the material, the value of the intrinsic time scale must not be affected by the

elastic component of the strain tensor. The definition of the intrinsic time in terms of the

plastic strain components ensures that the intrinsic time scale increment, dz, is zero

whenever plastic deformations do not take place. Equation (3.50) expresses the fact that

stress is a linear hereditary function of the history of plastic strain expressed in terms of

the intrinsic time scale.

It is important to note that the endochronic theory characterizes the phenomenon

of hardening and softening (i.e. transient effects) by stretching the memory path by the

hardening function f(0. The hardening function can be determined from a set of transient

uniaxial cyclic stress-strain data. However, in this research investigation, as in [72],

transient effects were not considered. That is, a stabilized cyclicresponse is assumed and

therefore the hardening function is equal to one (i.e. f(0 = 1). Assuming a stabilized

response has been justified in [2] where it was reported that aluminum alloy (6061-T6)

based PMMCs, used also for the experimental tests conducted in this research, appear to

exhibit little, if any, cyclic transient hardening or softening at low load levels. However,

at higher load levels, it was reported in l2l that the material slightly cyclically hardens

during the first ten applied cycles before exhibiting stabilized behavior. Thus, at higher

load levels, f(0 can be assumed to be equal to one.

In Eq. (3'50), the hereditary function (otherwise known as kernel function), p(z),

has a weak singularity at the origin but can be integrated in the domain 0 < z' <oo . The
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singularity generates initially elastic unloading, and thus implies a very small elastic

domain' The hereditary function is represented by an n-order Dirichlet series given as:

where C, and or are material constants determined from the uniaxial cyclic stress-strain

curve of the material. Equation (3.53) is used with the requirements that C, and d,, must

be positive, and satisfy the following conditions:

p(r)=Ëa,"-o'',
¡=l

Ic. =-,
r=l

(3.53)

(3.s4)

(3.s5)

and,

i9.-
1a,-

Equation (3'54) ensures that p(0) (i.e. the hereditary function when rhe intrinsic time

scale z = 0) is sufficiently large in order to give an instantaneous elastic response at the

onset of loading, or subsequent unloading, while Eq. (3.55) enables the integrability of

the hereditary function over a finite domain of the intrinsic time scale. The form of p(z)

given in Eq. (3.53) is suitable for computer implementation since only the information of

the previous loading step is needed to find the present response of the material. This leads

to the simplification of the path dependent constitutive equations and also saves time and

storage space.
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The determination of suitable values of the material constants in Eq. (3.53) is a

vital step in the implementation of the endochronic theory of plasticity. However, one of

the major problems associated with the use of the endochronic theory of plasticity is the

fact that although there has been ground breaking work in establishing procedures for

determining endochronic material constants in Eq. (3.53), the existing procedures appear

too complex, and it is unlikely that the procedure will become a part of engineering

practice without further simplification 1321. Researchers have primarily used trial and

error methods to extract the material functions. In this research, the material constants are

obtained by descritizing the cyclically stable uniaxial stress-strain curve into a suitable

number of segments, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Each segment is described by an

approximate equation relating the variation of the material stress with the plastic strain.

The procedure is described below.

For uniaxial loading of the material, using the notation in Fig. 2.I,Eq. (3.52) can

be expressed as:

(3.s6)

Since the material is assumed to be cyclically stable, then f(0 = 1. Substituting f(() = 1

into Eq. (3.51) yields:

dz = dÇ. e.57)

Substituting Eq. (3'57) into Eq. (3.56) and rearranging the resulting equarion yield:

dÇ= 
fraug,,^,.
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dt!r,., E
+= ,_

dz !¡ (3.58)

(3.60)

Substituting Eqs. (3.27), (3.53) and (3.5g) into (3.59) yields:

Substituting Eq. (3.58) inro rhe results obtained by inregraring Eq. (3.60) yields:

The uniaxial form of Eq. (3.50) is given as:

where,

In Eq. (3.62),

s,,(.) = ,[o(.-r'¡dui'g!('') 
^r' (3.5e)

0, =D,[t-" "'*tl

orr = io,, (3.61)
r=l

(3.62)

_t1

D, = J6!
cf,

(3.63)
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Equations (3.61) and (3.62) relate the uniaxial stress to the plastic strain. Thus,

theoretically, this equation can be curve-fitted into the experimentally obtained uniaxial

tension or cyclic stress-plastic strain curve to obtain the materials constants. Achieving

this may be a difficult task in a case where the number of terms necessary to define the

material stress-plastic strain curve is high. As stated earlier, in this research, the

experimental matrix material stress-plastic strain curve is descritized into a number of

segments. Using the notation shown in Fig. 3.5, the stresses and plastic strains at different

points on each segment can be substituted into Eqs. (3.62) and (3.63) in orderto obtain

possible values of the material constants. An averaging scheme can then be used to obtain

the approximate values of the constants for the segments. The results obtained for

different segments are combined using Eq. (3.61) to obtain the material stress-plastic

strain curve. This procedure is repeated until the stress-plastic strain curve obtained is

very close to the experimental stress-plastic strain curve. In [73], Fan developed an

alternative approach by formulating a set of equations that relate the material constants,

the stresses, and plastic strains at various points on the material uniaxial stress-strain

curve.

After numerically obtaining the material constants, the matrix plastic strain

components can be obtained by integrating Eq. (3.50) with respect to the intrinsic time

scale' To do so, the deviatoric stress in the matrix is first obtained by substituting Eq.

(3.53) into Eq. (3.50) yielding:

S,jr*) = fz (c,"-"'('-' ) de-l''' 
or.

r=l w OZ
(3.64)
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q-steps. AssumingFor stress-controlled simulations, the load path is

small increments, Eq. Q.6Ð can be written as:

(su,., )o = Ë (s1,., )0,

where,

(3.6s)

(3.66)

In Eqs. (3'65) and (3.66), q is the current loading step, q-l is the previous loading step,

and A is a finite difference between the current and previous loading steps. If (Aep¡)o and

Lz are known, Eq. (3.66) implies that (S'¡1.¡) q can be found by knowing the previous

value (S'¡1*l)q-r. Consequently, only the values of (S'i:t.l) at the previous loading condition

need to be stored, a vital point from numerical application viewpoint.

The incremental stress deviator can be calculated using Eqs. (3.65) and (3.66)

yielding the incremental value (AS [_r )q given by:

(s1,,", )o = (si,,', )o-, "-o'o' 
. r*+(, -.-",o' ).

(otu )0,,",

The increment in the matrix plastic strain

rearrangement as:

Au,l,.,

- 1). Q.67)

tensor can be obtained from Eq. (3.67) after

= r[#][tt -.-*^' ¡]1au,ï,., )o 
* å (r;,,", )o-, ("-",o,

=u'j\tb' (3.68)
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where

and,

", = 
å [{otù(.) )q + Ë (ri,-, ),-, (, - "-.'^')], (3.6e)

(3.1r)

(3.70)

Equations (3.68), (3.69), and (3.70) imply that the incremenr in the matrix strain can be

found if Az is known.

The increment in the intrinsic time scale, Lz, can be found by first substituting Eq.

(3.57) into Eq. (3'52), and changing the resulting equation to incremenral form giving:

(nt)' =(A()' = ¡elaef .

["
b=lIc,

l'='

(t -.-"'^')l

"l

Taking the inner product of Eq. (3.67) and using Eq. (3.71) in rhe resulring equation

yield:

b2 -aua,, =f (Lz). (3.72)

Equation (3.72) is a function of Az. Consequently, for a given increment of composite

stress tensor, Eq. (3.72) can be used to solve for Âz using the Secant method to find the

roots of the equation. For rhe composire system, Eqs. (3.1), (3.r3), (3.14), (3.6g)-(3]2)

are used to calculate the increments in the matrix incremental elastic, plastic and total

strain components from the given composite stress components.
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It is important to note that in [33], Valanis has

hereditary function of the form,

shown that by introducing the

eQ) = p,(z) +t!ô12¡, (3.13)

where p, (z) is a singular function, ô(z) is Dirac-delta function, and tl is a positive

material constant, into Eq. (3.50) leads to the existence of a yield surface. Consequently,

the classical theories of plasticity have been regarded as special cases of the endochronic

theory. This work has divided research in the endochronic theory into two schools: one

utilizing the Dirac delta function and the resulting concept of yield surface and the other

school sticks to the original theory without a yield surface, though with a modified form

of intrinsic time scale function to correct the objections raised in [71]. The second

approach, given in Eq. (3.50), is used in this research for pMMCs.

3.3 PMMCs Elastic-Plastic Constitutive Relations

Two models that completely define the constitutive response of the matrix,

reinforcement, and PMMCs are presented in this section. The first model (Section 3.3.i)

couples the elastic constitutive response defined by the incremental mean field theory

(Section 3.1) with the Mróz model (Section 3.2.I). The second model (Section 3.3.2)

differs from the first in that in the second, the endochronic theory of plasticity (Section

3.2'2) is used to define the increments in the matrix plastic strain components.
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3.3.1 Constitutive Relations Based on Mróz Model

For multiaxial cyclic loading, using the Mróz-based model, the incremental mean

field theory, and the work relation, the following constitutive relations can be developed

to predict the constituents and the composite elastic-plastic strain and stress increments.

M atrix Constitutiv e M odel

The matrix constitutive relation can be finalized by substituting Eqs. (3. i3), (3.14)

' (3.24) into Eq. (3.1), while changing the differential to small increments for numerical

implementation, yielding:

. l+u.
atijrn') = E- Ll"¡ -Vrc*,,,1n,r (S*o, -I)r'(cu,,trl -ckr",(.))C;,|,,*,ao¡]

fi [o"-- - v'c',,,r.r (s,,,, - I) I;I (cir,,(rr - c,',,r-r )c;l,.,lo** ] ô-

I ^, T^+OfrnL 
Ini., (no-, -vrcrr,,('.) (s*,., -I)rr1c*,,,,,.) -ckr.,(.))ci,l,*,Aou,))].

(3.74)

R ein_fo r c e me nt C o ns tit ut iv e M o del

The reinforcement, being relatively stiff, has only the elastic strain components.

The reinforcement constitutive relation can be finalized by substituting Eqs. (3.15), (3.16)

, into Eq. (3.2), while changing the differential to small increments for numerical

implementation, yielding:
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ar,j(,) =H[o" *y,crr.,<-r (s*o, -I)r,1c*,.,,,,

- jL [o"** + V",c,o,1*, (s,o, - I)r'(cir.trrr
E(,r)

- CH.,(.) )Ci,l,,,",Aou ]

- Ci,,,(.) )C;1 ,*,Ao*u Iô,,

(3.7s)

can be finalized by substiruting Eqs. (3.l.3),

changing the differential to small increments

C omp o s ite C ons titutiv e M o del

The composite constitutive relation

(3.15), (3.14), and (3.75) , inro Eq. (3.17),

for numerical implementation, yielding:

l

-,))]

l

L-' (Cr,r*tr I - C*'.,1,n 
¡ )Ci,'r,tn,lAo*'

t(r) - Ctt,t(*) )C;1,,,",nou ] -

rr) - C,,,,r.1 )C;1,,*,Âo** ] Au *

) l;' (cu,,,,r, - ckr,,(.) )c;l,.,ao

L-r (cn.trr 
r - ckr.,(.) )ci,l,1*¡ao*,

,t(r) - C.,t(., )Cul,,.,Ao',, ] - I
_t

trr) - Cirst(m) )C;1,,,,,4o*- I U', 

-]

= Y,, [aou,J-'[nou, -vrC*o,r*r (S*,., -I)L-'
l-t -n' -
| fr[n",, -YC',tr.) (s*,., -I)r'1cu,.,,,,
l*
I Jl[o"-o -vc,,,,(., (s,,,, -I)L-r(Ciì.,(r)

| "rn'l

liñni, [ni.,(oo*, -vc*o,r,n) (s*,,, -I)L

+v, [lou,1-'[no*, rv*C*,,,r.r (S*,,, -I)u'

l#t^", r Y,c*,u<,nr (S*o, - I) ur (ck,,,(r.

I

I ;L[o"-r. r V.ci,,,(., (S,,.. - I) L_r (cir.,(r)
I E,'r'

au,, =

)

(

I

I

3.3.2 Constitutive Relations Based on Endochronic Theory

(3.76)

For multiaxial cyclic loading, using the endochronic theory-based model, the
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incremental mean field theory, and the work relation, the following constitutive relations

are developed to predict the constituents and the composite elastic-plastic strain and

stress increments.

Matrix Constitutive Model

The matrix constitutive relation can be fînalized by substituting Eqs. (3.13), (3.14)

, (3.68)-(3.70) into Eq.(3.1), while changing the differential to small incremenrs for

numerical implementation, yielding:

at,jtn'r =l[o"¡ -VCrr.,1n'r (su,, -I)r'(c.,t(rr -ckh,(,.))ci,',,r,,,;ao,¡]

- 
* [o"* - vrcir,,(,nr (S,,,, - I) L-' (c',u<rl - c,,.,1n 

; )cuJ,,-,lo** ] ðu (3.77)

Reinforc ement C onstitutive Model

The reinforcement, being relatively stiff, has only the elastic strain components.

Consequently, the reinforcement constitutive relation is the same as in the Mróz-based

PMMCs constitutive model given by Eq. (3.1.5).

C omp o s it e C onstitutiv e M o del

The composite constitutive relation can be ftnalized,by substituting Eqs. (3.13),
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(3. 15), (3.15) and (3.17) into Eq. (3.17), changing the differential to small increments for

numerical implementation, yielding:

at,j = \, [ao. J-' [ao*, - vrcu,,(,,) (S*o, - I)L-r(ckh,(rr - cu,,,1.¡ )ci,l,1-¡Âo*, ]

[*l[o",, -v,c*,,,,.,(so,o -I)I.;,(Ckr.,(fr -C*,u,*¡)Ci,1,,,",ao,.i]- l
I 

t_ t ¡J I -xrst(m) \-l(lst ^/- \-klst(l) -klst(m)/-kls 
I

L * to"-r - V,Cir*r-, (s,,,, - I) rr (cir.,(, 
r - c,*,,n,, )cil,n,,Âo** ] ô,, * +]

+v, lÂo*, J-' [loo, * Yncu.r(.) (s0,., - I)Lr(ckh,(rl - crr,t1.¡)col,.,ao*, ]

[I*[o", t \c*.,r,,r (s*,,, - I)ur(ckr.,(r) - ckro(,n) )c;,i,,*,¡o' I - Il"n'l
l* t^"-r * Ynci,.,r'n, (s,,,, - I)r'(cirutrl - cir,,("') )c;J,,*,no*- ]0,, 

I

. (3.78)

In Eq. (3.78), a¡ and b are as given in Eqs. (3.69) and (3.70) respecrively.

3.4 Implementation Procedure

In this section, the numerical procedure for evaluating the constitutive models

presented in this chapter is given. Specifically, two MATLAB t74l programs developed,

one for each of the Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model and the endochronic theory-

based PMMCs constitutive model are given. Each program calculates either the elastic-

plastic composite strain or stress history from a known stress or strain history.
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3.4.1 Mróz-Based PMMCs constitutive Moder Implementation

The global computer flow chart for the program is shown in Figs. 3.6 (a-b). The

inputs to the program are the matrix and reinforcement volume fractions and material

properties, the hardening moduli and yield stresses of the matrix yield surfaces, and the

known stress or strain history. The tangent moduli and yield stresses (corresponding to

the equivalent stresses) of the Mróz model surfaces, illustrated in Fig. 3.1, are obtained

by descretizing the homogenous matrix uniaxial stress-strain curve. The hardening

moduli of the surfaces are obtained from the tangent moduli using Eq. (3.32). It is

important to state that the number of surfaces and load increments used in the developed

Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model may influence the predicted results. However, a

quantitative relation between the number of surfaces, load increments, and the predicted

results is difficult to formulate.

Some of the steps taken to implement the developed Mróz-based pMMCs

constitutive model, assuming a stress-based formulation (i.e. for calculating strains from

a given stress history), are stated below. Note that any given composite stress/load path

has one or more load steps, and each load step is divided to a certain number of load

increments.

a) Initialize the composite, reinforcement and matrix stress and strain tensors to

zefo.

Input the matrix and reinforcement volume fractions and material properties, and

the hardening moduli and yield stresses of the matrix yield surfaces.

Input the number of load steps in the given stress/load path (assume it to be L).

b)

c)



d)

e)
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Input the given composite stress tensor for the current load step.

Input the number of increments to which the current load step is divided (assume

it to be N)

Calculate the increment of the composite stress tensor of the current load step (i.e.

step (d) divided by step (e) above).

For each increment in the composite stress tensor obtained in step (f), calculate

the increments in the reinforcement stress and strain tensors using Eqs. (3.15) and

(3.16) respectively. Since it is assumed that the reinforcement deforms only

elastically, the total increment in reinforcement strain is the same as its elastic

increments.

For each increment in the composite stress tensor, obtained in step (f;, the elastic,

plastic, and total increments of the matrix strains are calculated using the models

described in Eqs. (3.13)-(3.14), Eqs. (3.18)-(3.49), and (3.1) respecrively as

follows:

i) All matrix strains are initially assumed to be elastic and consequently, the

centers of the hardening surfaces are concentric and centered at the origin.

In this region, Eqs (3.13)-(3.14), and (3.33) apply.

ii) Immediately after the matrix yields, it is essential in subsequent load

increments to determine whether or not the matrix stresses lie on the active

surface. If they do, the unloading criterion, Eq. (3.36), is used to determine

whether the matrix is undergoing elastic-plastic loading or elastic

unloading with the possibility of elastic-plastic Ioading (derermined by Eq.

(3.40)) during the current composite stress increment. If the matrix

h)
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stresses do not lie on the active surface, then they are elastic. In this case

the entire increment may be associated with elastic unloading or with

elastic unloading followed by elastic_plastic loading.

A vital part of the program is the developed Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model

plasticity routine for the matrix elastic-plastic loading. The computer flow chart for the

plasticity process is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. For each increment in composite stress step

that results in matrix plastic deformation, the matrix stress and strain tensors are updated.

Equations (3.45)-(3.47) are used to determine whether or not the updated matrix stresses

exceed the sutface outer (n+1) to the current active surface (n). Based on the outcome,

the following steps are taken:

iii) If the matrix stresses are found to exceed the outer surface, then the matrix

stress tensor is updated only to the point on the active surface where the

updated stresses lie. The active surface is subsequently translated using the

Mróz translation rule, Eqs. (3.41)-(3.43), and the inner surfaces to the

current active surface, if any, are translated using Eq. e.aÐ. The outer

surface then becomes the new active surface. The remaining portion of the

composite stress tensor is used to calculate the new increment in the

iv)

matrix stress and strain tensors.

If the matrix stresses remain on the current

then the surface is translated using Eqs.

surfaces to the current active surface, if any,

(3.44).

active matrix yield surface,

(3.41)-(3.43) and the inner

are translated using the Eq.
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For each increment in composite stress, determine the increments in the

composite strain tensor from the calculated increments in the stress and strain

tensors (whether elastic or elastic-plastic) of the constituents, and Eq. (3. i7).

Add the composite stress and strain increment tensors to the composite previous

stress and strain tensors to obtain the composite updated stress and strain tensors.

Repeat steps (g) to (i) until the current load step has been completed.

Repeat steps (d) to (k) until the entire load steps in the given load path have been

completed.

3,4.2 Endochronic Theory-Based PMMCs Constitutive Model Implementation

In the implementation of the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive

model, the inputs to the program are the matrix and reinforcement volume fractions and

material properties, the matrix Dirichlet constant in Eq. (3.53), and the known stress or

strain history. The computer flow chart used for the implementation of the developed

endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive relations program is shown in Figs. 3.g

(a-b). As stated earlier, one of the major problems associated with the use of the

endochronic theory of plasticity is the difficulty of obtaining rhe material constants in Eq.

(3'53). In this tesearch, Eqs. (3.61)-(3.63) were used to exrract the material consrants.

After determining the material constants, the steps taken in applying the

endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model in a stress-based formulation are:

a) Follow steps (a) to (c) detailed above for the Mróz-based pMMCs constiturive

i)

j)

k)

l)

model.
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Follow steps (d) detailed above for the Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model.

Follow steps (e) to (f) detailed above for the Mróz-based pMMCs constitutive

model.

Follow steps (g) detailed above for the Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model.

Calculate the increment in matrix stress tensor using Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14). Use

the Secant method to numerically solve Eq. (3.72) to obtain the unknown intrinsic

time (Az) from the calculated matrix stress. The elastic, plastic and total strains of

the matrix are calculated using Eqs. (3.14), (3.68)-(3.70) and (3.1) respecrively.

The matrix variables are then updated using Eq. (3.66).

Follow steps (i) to (j) detailed above for the Mróz-based PMMCs consrirurive

model.

Repeat steps (c) to (f) until the current load step has been completed.

Repeat steps (b) to (g) until the entire load steps in the given load path have been

completed.

3.5 Summary of Chapter Three

As noted earlier, the development of a suitable cyclic constitutive relation capable

of modeling the inelastic constitutive behavior of PMMCs under cyclic non-proportional

loading conditions is critical in engineering design. This chapter gives the details of the

two elastic-plastic constitutive models developed and implemented for pMMCs in this

research' It is important to note that all of the relations presented in this chapter are valid

for any given cyclic non-proportional (constant or variable amplitude) loading. Either

b)

c)

d)

e)

s)

h)
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model can be employed knowing the material properties, and either the stress or strain

history, although presented specifically for a stress-controlled simulation. In Chapter Six,

the results obtained using the models are presented and compared to experimental results.
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Figure 3.1: Kinematic Hardening

Figure 3'2: Descritizaton of the Material Stress-Strain Curve and the Corresponding
Hardening Surfaces

E;(2)
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Figure 3.3: Loading/Unloading criterion for Classical Theory of plasticity
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Figure 3.4: Matrix Elastic-Plastic Loading during Elastic Unloading Increment
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Figure 3.5: Descritizaton of the Material Stress-Plastic Strain Curve into Segments to
Estimate the Materiar constants for Endochronic theory
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Initialise the composite, reinforcement, and
matrix stress and strain tensors to zero

Read V¡, Vn,, the moduli and yield
stresses of the matrix surfaces

Read the number of load steps (L)
in the load path

Read the composite stress tensor
for step J

Read the number of increments (N)
into which step J is divided

Calculate the increment in
the composite stress tensor

for step J

Calculate the increments in the reinforcement strain and stress
tensors from the increment in the composite stress tensors

Calculate the increments in the matrix strain and stress tensors
from the composite stress increment tensors

Continuation of (3) in Fig. 3.6b

Continuation of (2) in Fig. 3.6b And Fig. 3.7

Continue from (1) in Fig. 3.6 b

Figure 3.6a: Flow chart for Mróz-Based pMMCs constitutive Model
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Is it virgin
Ioading? i.e. Are

all matrix surfaces
concentric and

centered at

Are curre
matrix stresses

on current
active yield

matrix stress
step exceed

yield?

Unloading
The active matrix surface: F(1)

The active yields stress: oltn,l

The Active modulus: Kf1-¡

Compute the
increment in
Composite
Strain tensor

The active matrix surface: Fn

The active yields stress: ol,_,

The Active modulus: Kfl_¡matrix stress
step exceed

Update the
composite
stress and
strain states

o'ij=oû+^o,j

e,j=e¡j+Âe,,
matrix stress
step exceed

Compute the
increment in
Composite
Strain tensor

Compute the
increment in
Composite
Strain tensor Elastic

Plastic
Loading
(Fie. 3.7)

increment of
current step

reached?

Update the composite
stress and strain states

oij=o¡j+AOü

e,,=eu+AeijUpdate the
composite stress
and strain states

o,j =o,,+4o,,

€ù=Êij+A€ù

Continuation of Fig.3.6a (Flow
Constitutive Plasriciry Model)

Figure 3.6b: Chart for Mróz-Based PMMCs
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Compute the increments in the matrix
elastic-plastic strain and stress tensors

matrix stresses
exceed outer

surface F"*r (i.e.
is x<l?)

Update the matrix
stress and strain states

o,.irnrl = 0¡1n'¡ *Âo-

€ijtn,l = t,¡tn,¡ +Atu

Update the matrix stress and strain states
oijtn'l =oij(,n)+K^o-

tijrn'l =tûtn'¡*KA€,,

Update inner
surfaces to be

tangent to active
surface at matrix
stress point o¡1,,,¡

Translate the active
yield surface

Update inner surfaces to be tangent to active
surface at matrix stress point o,,,",,

Compute the
increments in the
composite strain

tensor
The active matrix surface: Fn*r

The active yields stress: olfil,

The Active modulus: Kill,
Update composite

stress and strain states

oü =oij+^oij
ei,=e,,*Aeu

Compute the remaining portion of the
increment in the composite stress

tensor Ao,, = (t - r" )nou

increment of
current step

reached?

End elastic-plastic
Ioading

Figure 3.7:Computer
Straining
Plasticity

Flow Chart for Matrix Plastic
Using the Mróz-Based PMMCs
Model
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Continuation of (3) in Fig. 3.8b

Figure 3.8a: Flow Chart for Stress-Controlled
Constitutive Model

Continuation of (2) in Fig. 3.8b

Initialise the composite, reinforcement, and
matrix stress and strain tensors to zero

Read V¡, V-, and the material
constants

Read the number of load steps (L)
in the load path

Read the composite stress tensor

Read the number of increments (N)
into which step J is divided

Calculate the increment in
the composite stress tensor

for step J

calculate the increments in the reinforcement strain and stress
tensors from the increment in the composite stress tensors

calculate the increments in the matrix strain and stress tensors
from the composite stress increment tensors

Continue from (1) in Fig. 3.8b

Endochronic Theory-Based pMMCs
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Calculate Az using Eqs. (3.72) by
applying the Seant method

laz" -42,,_,1< l0*

Calculate the matrix plastic (using
Eqs. (3.68)-(3.70) and totat strain

increments (using Eq. (3.1)

Compute the increment in Composite
Strain tensor using Eq. (3.17)

increment of
current step

reached?
Update the composite stress and strain states

oij = o'ij +Ào¡j

Êj, =e,,+Ae,,

Update (S') using Eq. (3.66)

Figure 3.8b: Continuation of Fig. 3.8a (Flow Chart for Stress-Controiled Endochronic
Theory-Based PMMC Model)
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CHAPTER FOUR: MULTIAXIAL APPROXIMATE RE,LATIONS FoR

PMMCS

The previously stated objective of this research is to develop and implement

sufficiently accurate analytical methods for estimating the notch root elastic-plastic strain

and stress histories in PMMC components subjected to general loading conditions. In

Chapter Two, it was illustrated that in order to completely define the notch root stresses

and strains, a set of relations must be established. Some of the relations can be obtained

using the material constitutive relations developed in Chapter Three. This Chapter

presents two proposed alternative sets of the additional approximate relations that can

independently be used to completely define the notch root parameters. Specifically, they

are defined by two independent nonlinear energy-based principles referred to here as the

incremental strain energy density method (ESED) for PMMCs (Section 4.1), and the

incremental Neuber's rule for PMMCs (Section 4.2). Section 4.3 presents the two sets of

nonlinear equations developed when expressed fully on the notch root element. In

Section 4.4, the complete relations developed for estimating the notch root parameters are

presented and Section 4.5 presents the method of numerically solving the developed

models. It is important to state that all relations are developed to respect the

heterogeneous nature of PMMCs.

In the formulation of the approximate relations, it is assumed that the

reinforcement behaves elastically throughout the loading history, due to their high

stiffness. Thus, the local stress in the reinforcement can be estimated from a linear elastic
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analysis using Eqs. (3.15)-(3.16), and the elastic stress concentration factors of the

notched geometry modeled. However, the matrix is assumed to behave elastic-plastically.

Since general or non-proportional multiaxial loading is assumed, all pertinent relations

must be developed in incremental forms. The matrix stress and strain components at the

notch root are thus written in incremental forms and are given as:

and,

ol
Aorr,., 

I

Aorr,., 
I

Io
ao'ij(*) = I 0

lo

ol
Aurr,., l.

Aurr,.,l

Iou''
[t¡1,nr =l 0

Io

0

Aorr(.)

Aorr(*)

m)0
Atrr,*)

atrr,*,

o,j(*)o = o,j(.)q-, *Ao,j,*,q,

t,j(.)o = ti¡1.1q-r *Atü,*,0.

(4.r)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

The final state of stress and strain at a load increment (q) can then be obtained by adding

the increments to the previous stress-strain history at load increment (q-1) given by:

4.1 Proposed Incremental Equivarent strain Energy Density for pMMCs

As stated in Chapter Two, the generalized incremental strain energy density

method (ESED) [63] was deveioped to address the path dependent nature of the elastic-
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plastic strain-stress at the notch root in a homogenous body subjected to non-proportional

multiaxial loading. In this research, a new form of incremental strain energy density

method is proposed for PMMCs.

Duva and Hutchinson [75] have shown that the constitutive relation of composite

could be expressed with the macro strain energy density. The macro strain energy density

of multiphase composites is given as:

where V is the composite material volume. Vr, Wr (k > 0) are the volume fraction and

strain energy density of kth reinforcement component respectively, while Vr, Wr G = 0)

are the volume fraction and strain energy density of matrix respectively. For a two-phase

composite system, the above equation reduces to:

w =r-i,,t* wudv,

w = I [. w_dv.f l, w,dv,

(4.5)

(4.6)

where W¡ and W* are the reinforcement and matrix strain energy densities respectively.

Following a similar approach as given in t63l for homogeneous materials, for

PMMCs, it is proposed that as long as the notch root plasticity is localized, parameters

that define the actual notch root behavior can be found by comparing them to the notch

root behavior obtained in a geometrically identical elastic body subjected to the same

external tractions (see Fig.4.1). Specifically, it is proposed here that for a given

increment in composite external load, the corresponding increment in the composites
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weighted strain energy density at the notch root in an elastic-plastic body can be

approximated by that which would have been obtained if the composite system were to

remain elastic through out the loading history. This proposed hypothesis can be expressed

âS'

dW' = (1- V, )dWår + VrdWå). (4.7)

Equation (4.7) can be rewritten by adopting the definition of strain energy density, or,

dW = CI'ijdsu (4.8)

o'idei = (1 - \ ) o,.,u,",,aei,, + v,oi,,¡dsiqr¡. (4.e)

In Eq' (4.9), "e" represents notch root components that can be found from an elastic

analysis, and "E" represents matrix elastic-plastic notch root components as estimated by

the PMMCs incremental ESED method. It should be emphasized here that the elastic

components "e" in Eq' @.9) are not nominal values, but values obtained at the notch root.

These values can be found using Eqs. (3.3)-(3.17), and the stress concentration factors of

the notched geometry modeled. If Vr = 0, thus indicating a homogeneous material,

Eq'(4'9)' reduces to Eq. (2'16), and for plane stress, the original form of ESED rule given

in [51]. It should be again emphasized rhar being based on Eq. (2.r5),8q. @.g)is valid

under the assumption of localized notch root plasticity.

âS,
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Two additional equations are required to completely define the matrix notch-root

elastic-plastic strain and stress. In this research, it is proposed that for the composite

system, the weighted contribution of each of the elastic-plastic strain-stress components

of the composite to the increment in strain energy density at the notch root is the same as

the contribution of each stress-strain component to the increment in composite strain

energy density at the notch root when obtained from elastic analysis. This proposal can

be mathematically expressed as,

oludeåu _ (i-v, )olp,.,delu,., + vro'lu,,,de:u,,,

oidei (r-V)o,|,",aef,.¡ +v,oi,,,dei,,,
(4.10)

In Eq. (4.10), the indices, i, j, o, Þ = 1, 2,3 and.summation is assumed over i, j, while for

o, p, summation is not implied. Using Eq. (a.9) in Eq. (4.10) and rearranging the resulting

relation yields:

oludelu - Voåp,,,dråg<,r = (t - V ) olu,,",dulu,,,,. (4.11)

It should be noted that Eq. (4.11) yields three relations, and when used ìn conjunction

with the four relations defined by a suitable cyclic plasticity model, they are sufficient to

solve for the seven unknown matrix notch root elastic-plastic strain and stress

components' The set of equations requires as input the results of a relatively simpler

elastic analysis, reinforcement and matrix material properties.
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4.2 Proposed fncremental Neuber's Rule for pMMCs

The weighted total strain energy density, Ç), of a composite with two phases is

expressed in this research as:

o=1 1,,*,ou-*1,w"1,¡dv-* [.w.dv.+ l.w"r.¡dv . (4.r2)

In Eq' (4'I2), Ws1¡ and Wc(m) are the reinforcement and matrix complementary strain

energy densities respectively. In this research, it is proposed that for an increment in load

in the composite system, the corresponding increment in the composite weighted total

strain energy density at the norch root in an elasric-plastic body (c{?,c{ì,,) can be

approximated by that which would have been obtained if the composite system were to

remain elastic rhrough out rhe loading hisrory,Ç)" (Fig. a.l). using Eq.(4.12) rhis

proposed hypothesis can be expressed as:

dÇ)' = (1- V, )¿eÌ,, + Vdeir. Ø.t3)

The formulation can be re-written, using the definition of an incremental total strain

energy density, or,

dQ=o'de+edo, (4.14)

o'idei + eido'i = (1- v, )(",),,0e,),, + ei}.)doil,") )* T (oi,,,,dei,,, + ri,,,,doi,,,, ).

âS'

(4.1s)
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In Eq' (4'15), if vr= 0, thus indicating a homogeneous material, the equation reduces to

Eq' (2' l 5), and for plane stress, the original form of Neuber's rule given in [50]. Also as

in the PMMCs ESED model, it should be pointed out that being based on Eq. (2.15), Eq.

(4.15) is valid under the assumption of localized notch root plasticity.

Two additional equations are required to completely define the matrix notch-root

elastic-plastic strain and stress. Here, it is proposed that for the composite system, the

weighted contribution of each of the elastic-plastic strain-stress component of the

constituents to the increment in total energy density at the notch root is the same as the

contribution of each stress-strain component to the increment in composite total strain

energy density at the notch root when obtained from elastic analysis. The proposal can be

expressed as:

o'åuAel, + eirAo'l, _
o'iaei + eiao'i

(4.16)

using Eq. (4.15) in Eq. (4.16) and rearranging rhe resulting relation yields:

oluAelu+eluÂolu-V,(oåu,,,Aulu,,,+e!u,,,Aoiu,,,)=(r-v,)(o,).,1e)ur,nr*€)pr,,rAo)8,,",).

(4.17)

It should be noted that Eq' (4.17) yields three relations of the seven equations that are

necessary to obtain the seven unknown matrix notch root elastic-plastic strain and stress

components' The remaining four equations can be found from the material constitutive
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model' As in the PMMCs ESED model, the PMMCs Neuber model requires as input the

results of a simple elastic analysis, and the reinforcement and matrix properties.

4.3 Notch-Root Parameters Estimation Relations

As noted in this chapter, seven equations are necessary to completely define the

matrix notch root elastic-plastic stress-strain history. Four of the equations can be

obtained using either of the material constitutive relations presented in chapter Three,

and the remaining three can be obtained using the approximate relations developed in this

chapter' The results obtained in this research (shown in Chapter Six) indicate that the

endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model should be used since its

predictions are closer to the experimental results than the Mróz model-based pMMCs

constitutive model predictions, particularly so for the measured and predicted strain

amplitudes that are essential for fatigue life predictions. Furthermore, as noted in

Chapters Two and Three, it has also been shown in 132] that for homogeneous materials,

the endochronic theory of plasticity can better predict some of the transient effects

associated with cyclic non-proportional loading. Thus, in this research the endochronic

theory-based PMMCs constitutive model developed in Chapter Three is used in

conjunction with the simplified models presented in this chapter to completely define the

set of equations necessary to obtain the notch root parameters.

In this section, the two sets of relations are written fully on the notch root element

of a circumferentially notched bar shown in Fig. 2.1. Although highlighted for this case,

these relations should apply for any notch root that has a traction free surface. Since the
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constitutive relations and the intrinsic time scale relations (presented in Chapter Three)

are common ro both methods, they will first be presenred (See Eq. (4.1g) to Eq. (4.22)).

Relations specific ro rhe pMMcs incremental ESED merhod (see Eq. (4.23)ro Eq. (4.25)

and PMMCs Neuber's rule (see Eq. Ø.26) ro Eq. (4.2g)) are subsequenrly presenred.

(E/N indicate that either pMMCs ESED or

Neuber's elastic-plastic values can be substituted).

Writing Eq. (3.11) fully on the norch root elements gives:

nui,iÏ, =f* å[å.,[,-#)) .],^o7,T,, +noir,[,)+

iI[., #)' 5u'*,', (r -.-*,o. ) ^,J

¡u7,Ì", = 

f+.å[å". t#))' o,]o",,*, -[* -å[å., ti:))
.il["' i:)' rs*"' (r -.-"'o' ) 

o,],

^uiï, 
= 

f+.å[å., tï.)-' o,]o"il*, -[*-å[å., tï:)
.if 

l[., i:)' rs*"' 
1r -"-*^'¡ u]

(4.18)

(4.r9)

o']o*'x'

a']4"7;"

(4.20)



and,

^urii,,=[+.å[å".tT))
--I -l/

a, lrofl,[, .1Él f .,J " 'L\
1- e"'& ) '

_l
Icf,r )
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Sl*,., (1-"-",o,)^r]

Intrins ic Time ScaIe-S tre s s Equation

Writing Eq. (3.72) fully on the notch root elements gives:

Proposed Incremental PMMCs ESED Method:

It should be nored that Eq. (4.1 1) yields three relations. when

and changing differentials to small increments give:

[t.#],-å[.^,iiI!,,),+(mij.}(;)),(o,i.}ï,),+z(mfl.ïÍi,),]*

_11(, 
(osi,ii,ï'Xrilll" (r - 

"-o'o' ))) 
+ (z (nsü,ii')(rii;' (r - 

"-",o' ))) 
.l

+ 

f 
(z lnslÏï,Xsiiï, (1 - e-*,o, ))) + (+ (nsij,ii,¡1rij,i,;, (, -. "^'))j ] 

(4'22)

(årt,*'', (1 - 
"-*,o, ))' .(åri/,i,i, (1 -"-*^, )) *

[år*, (,-"-",^')) .r[årt,*', (,-"-".^,))

_1
4

(4.21)

-0

expanded at the notch root

( oi, nei, * 1 ao:. 
^ut, ) 

- n 
I 
o'i,,,,nei,,, * ] rc;,,,,^u;,,,, 

)
-* 

[ot,.,aur'r,., 
* 

]oorr,^,le[,., ) 
= o,

(4.23)
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(4.24)

and,

(4.2s)

Note that the higher order terms render the set of equations nonlinear. The nonlinear

terms are introduced to increase the accuracy of the model.

Proposed Incremental pMMCs Neuber's Rule:

It should be noted that Eq' (4.r7) yields three relations. when expanded ar the notch roor

and changing differentials to small increments, they give:

(oi,Lei,+eira,oi,+LoirLeir)-V(oår,,,aeår,,, +eir,,,Loir,,,*aoår,,,aeir'r)-

Y, ( o|r,,,,, au),n,, + e)1* ¡ao'[,*) + ao.[(,' )au)r,., ) = 0,

(4.26)

(o!rÄe!, + eirao!, + ao'!rae!, 
) - v, ("å,,,.,Auår,,, + e!r,,,aoir.r * aoår.raeï,,,) -

Y" (o|,,*,nelr.r * r},,",Âo;,",) + ao'X(.)^u;,., 
) = 0, (4'27)

and,

(oi,aei, + ei,ao'1, + Âo'iraei, 
) - v, (";,,,4så,,,, + eir,,,Âo.ir.r * aoå,<,rAeL,,r )-

\1 (o)r,.,at),1,n¡ + elr,'¡ao'|,,,, + ao[,.,ar1r,., 
) = 0. Ø'28)

(o!,ne;, *1lo;,lrt,) - n (oå,,,,4uï,,, * jno;,,,,^uå,,,, 
)

-* 
[o*,.,aui,-, 

*1ao¿,.,,auå,., 
)= 

o,

I 
oi.nei, * ! to;,tut, 

) 
- 
" [oå,,,, 

auå,,,, + ! Lo;,,,,^uå,,,, 
)

-* (ot,'",lui,., * 
åooi,,",nei,*, ) 

= o.
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4.4 Solution Methodology

Either rhe pMMCs incremental ESED relarions (Eqs. (4.23)_(4.25)) or rhe

PMMCs incremental Neuber's relations (Eqs. Ø.26)-(4.2s)) can be used in conjuncrion

with the matrix elastic-plastic constitutive relations (Eqs. (4.1g)-(4.21) and rhe inrrinsic

time-stress relation (Eq. (a.22)) to define the relationships needed to solve for the

increments in the matrix elastic-plastic notch root strain and stress tensors and the

increment in the intrinsic time scale. Each set consists of eight relations with eight

unknowns (i'e' four increments in matrix strain and three increments matrix stress

components, and the intrinsic time scale). Newton-Raphson's numerical method for

solving systems of non-linear equations can be employed to solve for the eight unknowns

for the each increment in applied loads. However, using the eight equations may be CpU

time consuming, especially under complex cyclic loading. Consequently, each set of

equations was reduced to four non-linear equations with four unknowns as follows.

Substituting Eqs. (4.19)-(4.21) into Eqs. (4.23)_(4.25) and

of equations yield the following three relations:

re-aranging the resulting set
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u"f"r[+.+[å.. [ÏÏ)) ^,J.i+[[., iï) s,;,., (i -e-ùAz)o,J]o",,,",,

+Y,oL l* - å[å ", tï=)' o,]ooi,,.,

* i u" [* - å[å., tï=))-' o,]oo,,,,n,ao¡E:,n,,

*i u. 
[+. å[å., tÏi))-' o,]{ooi,,,", )'

* jy,,oi, 
l[å ", tï1)) s,'j', 

1r - "-*^. ¡]o,

- 
f [";,oC, 

* ! to;,nut 
) 

- 
" 

(ol,,,ru;,,,, * ! oo;,,,,ou;,, 
)J 

= o,

u. 
[", [+.å[å", [;-)) ^,].åt[[..

*i u" l+ 4[å., [i:))' .],^oå,*, )'

*)v,'o'ufË[['. Ï-) sr" (1 - e-a ^2,^,J]

-[[";,oc, *1ro;,rut)- n 
[oå,,,,nr;,,,, 

*)no;,,,

(4.2e)

(4.30)

)-' 
,*,, (1 - 

"-",o, , 
orllo"r,,',

,lu;r,r,)]= o,

I - eo'^'
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and,

%oi [*-*[å., ti=)' ^,]o"',.,

.* 
["* [+.å[å.. [Ï;)) ^,).i+[[.,,;: 

^')-'

*i u. [* -å[å., t=:))-' o,]ooî,.,aoå,.,

.i u, 
[+. å[å.. tÏ-))-' o,]{ooi,-, )'

*iv.oi, 
i[å., ti,)) s,',,', 

1r - "-*^' ¡]n,

si,', (1 - e-u raz) o,J]o"1,,",

rr \ ( r \l-l[oi:neå: + 1 ao;,ae:,J - n 
Ioå,,,,4u!,,,, 

* jlo;,,,,ou:,,,, 
,Jj 

= o.

(4.3r)

Equations (4.29)-(4'31) when used in conjunction with Eq. (4.22) provide rhe four

equations that are sufficient to solve for the three unknown matrix notch root stresses and

the intrinsic time scale. The increments in the matrix strain components are then obtained

separately using Eqs. (4.18)-(4.21).

Substituting Eqs. (4.19)-(4.21) into Eqs. (a.26)-(4.2s) and re-ananging rhe resutring ser

of equations yield the following three relations:



-l(";rnu;, + ei,Loi, + Loirkeir)- v, (oår,, ,L;iru, + eir,,,Loir'r * aoår.rasir.r )] = o,

(4.32)

u. 
[", [+. å[å.. tï:))-' o,] * u, t - "" 

o' 

I Sf,,,, ll _.
cr, ) -- \

+v,o), 
[* -å[å., tï-))' a,]ao;.,

.* l* -å[å., tl;))' o,]oo],*,aox,,",

." 
l+.å[å., tï:)' n,](ao[,.,, )'

*i v.o), 
l[å", t{-))-',;,,, 

(, - "-",^, )]o,

"",o), l* - å[å., ti:))' o,]oo],*,

.*,["*[+.å[å",tï-)' o,]+e[ +ål[[.,q3) s[, (r-e

." l* -å[å 
"' t=;))-' o,] oo],.,aor<.,

.u. 
l+. å[å., ti;))-' o,] {oox,,", )'

*iv"oi, 
[[å., ti:)) sr"' (, -"-.')]o,

.;å[['
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ll
-",o')o' 

lloo},,,,)l

-*'¡o'j]o"i,,",

-[(";rlt;, + e!rao!, + aoi,ae!, )- v, (o!,,,,Auir,,, + e!,,,,ao.!r,,r * aoå,r,,aså,,,, )] = o,

(4.33)

and,
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Vnl

"*[+.;[å.,tÏ;)) o,j..*

.*t[["' ÏÏ) s],"' (1 -"-"'')o,j
ao},.,

t-

.u. 
lï3 

. ; [å ", ti:))-' o,J {oo),,,,,, )'

*iv"o), 
lå[[., Ï¡) s],"' (, - "-a,Lz,')]

-[(o;.nu;, + ei,aoi, + aoi,aei, )- v, (oå,,,,aeå,,,, + e!,,,,aoi.<,r * aoår'rÂ€lr.r )] = o

(4.34)

Equations (4.32)-(4.34), when used in conjuncrion with Eq. (4.22), provide rhe four

equations that are sufficient to solve for the three unknown matrix notch root stresses and

the intrinsic time scale' The increments in the matrix strain components are then obtained

separately using Eqs. (4. IB)-(4.21).

The resulting two sers of non-linear equations are given by Eqs. (4.22) , (4.2g)_

(4.31) and Eqs (4.22), (4.32)-(4.34) for the pMMCs ESED and rhe pMMCs Neuber

methods respectively. Each set can be solved using the Newton-Raphson,s numerical

method for solving systems of nonlinear relations. The Newton-Ralphson,s solution to

system of non-linear equations is written as:

Xn*r =Xn +J-If., (4.3s)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the set of equations (i.e. 4x4 matrix of the partial

derivatives of each equation with respect to the unknowns), Xn+r and Xn are 4xlmatrices
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of the actual and the initial guess values of the unknowns respectively, and n stands for

the number of iterations. fn is the 4xl matrix of the four nonlinear equations, each

evaluated using the values prior to an iterative step. Equation (4.35) can be expressed as:

I o, I t Lz I
jaorr,-, I =lao'r,,nr L
lao,,r., I lao,,,., l'
[4or,,.,-]"*, Ioor,.,]"

ðf,/
/ðnz

af" /
Tanz

ðf'/
/ðnz

af^ /
7an'

The elements of the Jacobian matrix of the set of

(4.29)-(4.31) and Eq* (4.22), (4.32)_(4.34) for

respectively is obtained as follows:

ðf ,,/
/àLa^^/ ¿z\m)

ðf ,,/
./àLorr,^,

ðft,/
/ðLo^". ./ ¿¿\m)

af . /
/a1,o,,,^,

ðf ,,/
/ðLo-". ./ JJlm)

af" /
/ano"- ./ JJlm)

ðf'/
/àLorr,^,

ðf o,/
/ðLo..r,^,

òf ,,/
/ðno^^./ lJlm)

ðf ,,/
/ðLorr,^u

ðf ,,/
/ðLorr,^,

af- /
/ða,o,,,*,

Ë1

four equations

the ESED and

(4.36)

given by Eqs. (4.22) ,

the Neuber methods

For PMMCs ESED:

Using Eqs. (4.22) , (4.29)_(4.31), if fr

and fa = Eq. (4.31), assume that,

h = (1 - e-o,o'¡-' Lz, and g = (1 _ e-o,o,), ,

(4.29), and (4.34), then,

=Eq. (4.22),fz=Eq. (4.29), fs = Eq. (4.30),

(4.31)
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þ =àYuo'=
(1 - e-"'^';z

-",Or 
) ' \ =u%or= z. ,e-o'o'(l- e-o'a'¡ . (4.38)

-"'o')) -(a,Lze(rr - "

Thus, the elements of the Jacobian (J) 4x4 matrix

equations (4.22), and (4.29)-(4.3I) are as follows:

in Eq. (4.36) of the set of non-linear

u,Áo.=[å[*)"].|j[i

- 
[; [å ", 

( *,.-''o' ))] o"r,*,

[r(ått''t'r 
(i - cr,e-d'Áz ))-+[årE'7N(r) (r - o,e-o,Á')). 

å[årE]N(r) 
(r - o,"-.,^'))]

[å]^"**,-[å]o"t*,

)

^'))]o"*'

sflrur'r (o,"-o.o, )) -+(år;, (o,"-",^, ¡) *l
. 

,\r=r , 
lo"ii,i

SflNr'r (o,"-",^'),J 
]

)) å[åtvNt') (*,e-ü'^'))*å[år*-"' (o,"-o,
. 

[å [å.*/ 
N{') 

( .,,e-a,a'

-f;[å((r;'*"')' * (s;;*"')' (sg'u,', )' * (s;;*,,,)'){*," ".^,))]

(4.3e)

(4.40)

af, /
/aLorr,^,,=

af. /
/aa,or.,,,,,=

(4.41)
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(4.42)

u"Áo.= 

" [+[¿t*l 4.å[åt*),;;,,J]oc,,*,

.+[å[åt*) u]]r*')' * 
v-'r,-, 

[[¿r*;',,,,1]

*y"o,u,-, 
[ *[;f*) u)]^"r,,", *][-å[åt*)' uJ]o"r,,",

ut/ 
oo,,,^, = - 

[; [ å 
s,Ei 

rv r'r 
( I - cr,e-"'o' 

) )] 
- [;] ^oTJ,ì,,

o,u,,n,, 

[+.+[*., [i:))'J.
i+[['' ir) si,"' (1-.-*^'¡o,)

* tu ^[* - 
å [å'' tï=))-' o,] oor.,,",

." 
[+. å[å., t=:))' o,J {oo:,,., )

ao'i,.,

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.4s)

u'Áoo,,,^.' 
= v.o,'.. 

[* -å[å., ti:)) ^,]

*i,^[*-*[å.,tï-)) o']oo'""'



u,Áo,= 
v_o,u,,., 

[ *[*f*)' 4]^",
.u 

[+[¿r*l i.;[åt*) ,,,J]o"*,.,

.+[ *[åt*) uJ]o",,-,aor,,*,

.+f+[åii) uJ]r^"*,., )' *,oå'.rl[¿f*l

af" /
/àoo,,,,,, ='.oå,*,i*-å[å.,t+))

.iu.[*-å[å",[T-)) 
^,

= * 
i"* [+. å[å.. i=ï))' o,j.+

* j u. [* -å[å", tÏ;))-' o,]od,,

." 
[+. å[å ", tï-))-' o,] oo;,,,

1_.a,4' '¡-r

"lf/

(4.46)

(4.41)

(4.48)

111

utÁoorr,^''= 
o

,*,,)]

^rl

]o"*'-'

sij',(1 -e-s'zrr)l' (rIl lc,
'[\

m)

ðfr,/
/ðno", ./ ülm)

(4.4e)
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(4.s0)

(4.sr)

(4.s2)

(4.s3)

(4.s4)

u'Áo. o 
["',," [*f*l' u].+[åt*)-' si{.,)]n"i'*,

.rþl[*r*l ,*,, jl.+f[å[*) oJ]{o";,,,",)'

ut,Áoo,.,^, 
= \

¡,loo:..
_l "'''

=Eq. (4.22), fz = Eq. (4.32), f¡ = Eq. (4.33),

used to solve for the four unknowns. The

ut,Áoorr,,"r=o

ut%oo.,,,^,= 
o

"r[+.i[å.,[#)) ''J.

å;[[., #) sî" (1-"-*^'¡o,)

."[+:.å[å",i;#)

For PMMCs NEUBER:

Using Eql (4.22), (4.32)-(4.34), if \
and fa - Eq. (4.34), Eq. (a.36) can also be

elements of the Jacobian are given as:



af ,,/ af , / af ,1 ãf ,,//alr' /a\or.,^,, /a\orr,,u, þ6oz¡(.) 
âr€ as given in Eqs. (4.39)-(4.42).

+v.o), -,[ *[*f*) uJ]^"*.*[ å[åt*) uJJo"r,,.,ao'.,

.&þ[[ir*l ,,, j]

."1**[å.[-)
+ZY^f+.å[å.,[ï:)

= v,o),,,", 

[*-å[å", t#))' o,]

.* 
l*-å[å., t=:)' o"]oo[,,,

(4.5s)

(4.s6)
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u"Áo.= 

" [+[:r*l']4[å[*),x,,j]o"u,.,

or,,.,[*.+[å..[-'))

.u" 
få[:t*) uj]{o"*,-,)'

àfr/ - \,/ðLorrr^.,-'^

o,].e),,., +

ål[['' 
=l) 

s],"' (1-"-.' )o,)

o,looI,.,

o,]oo),,,

ðf t,1
,/ òLorr,^,

(4.s7)
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(4.s8)

o]{o"},.,)'

ðf'/
/ðLor=,,n,

ut/ooru^, 
= %

.*[*-å[å.,t_-=)

+2Yn[+.å[å".tï:))

o,loo),-,

orlool.I "''',

u' 
Á o'= v- oI,-, 

f 
+ * t*)-'u] 

o",'-, + v* 
f 
+ ^")',,", 

+ ; [å i*)-'r[r" J] 
o"],.,

= 
".ox,., [*-å[å.. t=:))' o,]

." 
[* -å[å., tï:))' n,]ro],-,

"*,., [+. å[å", tï:))-' o,J * ux

ål[[", i-) s["' (1-"-"'')^,')

(4.se)

(4.60)

(4.61)
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at/oo,,,^,= 
o

u,Áo. *f"*,.,[åi*),J.;[:t*),x,,)]o"r,*,

.+[[å[*) uJ]^"' .,þl[¿f*;

ut%oo,,,*,= 
o

af" /
7a\o.-..=u

,/ -1J( m )

(4.62)

(4.63)

(4.64)

(4.6s)

(4.66)

af ^,/ _ \r
,/ðA,o¡1,nt ^

"* [+:.å[å.. tï-))' o,J+e[ +

åå[[', ï-) s],"' (1-.-"'^')o,j

*r* it :'. .1[i. l, - ""'^' ll-' o, 
I

- '. 
L E. ' , [á -,I Gr )) -'_]ao],.,

4.5Implementation Procedure for the simprifÏed Methods

In this section, the numerical procedure for evaluating the simplified models

presented in this chapter is given. Two MATLAB t74l programs, one for each of the
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proposed PMMCs Neuber's and PMMCs ESED models were developed. Each program

calculates the composite elastic-plastic strain and stress histories at a geometric

discontinuity given the composites material properties, the Dirichlet constants from Eq.

(3'53) and the elastic notch root strain-stress histories obtained from the elastic solutions.

The computer flow charts, shown in Figs. 4.2 (a-b), are the same for both programs.

The composite notch root elastic-plastic strain and stress histories that result in

response to a cyclically applied load are evaluated incrementally. That is, they are

evaluated for each small increment in the applied load. The elastic-plastic constitutive

relations are applicable from the onset of loading. The plastic component of strains tends

to zero within the elastic range. In other words, the Dirichtet function p(z) is sufficiently

large in order to produce an elastic response during initial loading and each subsequent

unloading.

For each increment of external load, the increments in the matrix notch root stress

and the intrinsic time scale are obtained using the two sets of non-linear equations given

by Eqs. (4.22), (4.29)-(4.31) and Eqs (4.22), (4.32)-(4.34) for rhe pMMCs ESED and the

PMMCs Neuber methods respectively. As stated earlier, since the equations are non-

linear' a numerical iterative method such as Newton-Raphson method is required to

obtain the unknowns. In this research, the linear solutions for the increments in the

matrix stress components and the increment in the intrinsic time scale are used as initial

guesses for the unknowns in the Newton-Raphson routine. This reduces the

computational time required to obtain the unknowns since the linear solutions provide a

close approximation to the non-linear solutions. It also ensures that the systems of

equations converge' To obtain the linear solutions for the matrix stress-strain increments,
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the intrinsic time scale is first obtained from the non-linear equation, Eq. (4.22),using an

iterative numerical Secant method. The incremental time scale is then substituted into the

linear forms of each ser of seven equarions (i.e. Eqs. (4.1s)-(4.21), (4.23)_(4.25),and Eqs.

(4.18)-(4.21), (4.26)-(4.29) for rhe pMMCs ESED and rhe pMMCs Neuber,s

respectively). These linear forms are obtained by ignoring the non-linear terms (i.e. terms

with higher orders) in the solution sets. The resulting linear sets of algebraic equations

are then solved simultaneously to obtain the linear solutions of the increments in the

matrix stress and strain tensors. Using these linear solutions of the matrix stress and the

intrinsic time scale obtained as initial guesses, the two set of non-linear equations given

by Eqs. (4.22), (4.29)-(4.31) and Eqs (4.22), (4.32)-(4.34) for the pMMCs ESED and the

PMMCs Neuber methods respectively are then solved for the unknown increments in the

intrinsic time and matrix stress tensor using Eq. (4.36). The increment in the matrix strain

tensor is then obtained separately using Eqs. (4.1s)-(4.21). The final srate of stress and

strain at a point can then be obtained by adding the increments to the previous stress-

strain history (Eqs. (a.3) and (4.4)). The increments in the reinforcement stress and strain

can be obtained from the elastic analysis using Eqs. (3.15)-(3.16), and the elastic srress

concentration factors. For each point in the loading history the composite elastic-plastic

strain and stress state at the notch root can be obtained using the elastic-plastic matrix

strains and stresses, the elastic reinforcement strains and stresses, and Eq. (3.17).

It is important to discuss briefly the convergence criteria used to determine when

the Newton-Raphson solution has converged. Since we are determining the solution of a

system of nonlinear equations, it is reasonable to assume that the solution converges

when the norm of the matrix containing the set of solutions is very small on substituting
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the solutions provided at each iteration step (i.e. lF( e(q)ll is small, where F is the marrix

of the function, and A(q) is the matrix of the solution of F at an iteration step q). In this

research, the norm was made as small as 10-8. In addition, it is required that the solution

at an iteration step is close to the solution as the number of iteration tends to infinity (i.e.

A(q) = A(-) ). In other words, it is reasonable to require that (lldA(q)ll be small, where

dA(q) is the difference between successive iterations. Both requirements were used as

convergence criteria in this research. This norm was also made to the order of 10-8.

4.6 Summary of Chapter Four

In this chapter, two analytical models have been developed to estimate the

composite notch root elastic-plastic strains and stresses in PMMC components subjected

to multiaxial cyclic non-proportional loading knowing the constituents material

properties, the Dirichlet constants from Eq. (3.53), and the composite stress and strain

histories obtained from the elastic solutions. For each increment of external load, the

increment in the matrix notch root stress tensor and the incremental time scale can be

obtained using either Eqs. (4.22), (4.29)-(4.31) for the pMMCs ESED merhod or Eqs

(4.22), (4'32)-(4.34) for the PMMCs Neuber method. The incremenrs in rhe

reinforcement stress and strain can be obtained from the elastic analysis using Eqs.

(3.15)-(3.16), and the elastic stress concentration factors of the notched geometry

modeled. The composite elastic-plastic strain and stress states at the notch root are

subsequently obtained using the elastic-plastic matrix strains and stresses, the elastic
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reinforcement strains and stresses, and Eqs. (3.I1). Details of the numerical

implementation procedure of the models were outlined in this chapter.
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Initialise the composite, reinforcement, and
matrix stress and strain tensors to zero

Read V¡, V-, and the material
constants

Read the number of load steps (L)
in the load path

Read the composite Elastic history

Read the number of increments (N)
into which step.I is divided

Calculate the increment in
the composite Elastic History

for step J

Calculate the increments in the reinforcement strain and stress tensors from the
increment in the composite elastic history and the elastic stress concentration factors

Calculate the increments in the elastic matrix strain and stress
tensors from the increment in the composite elastic history

Continuation of (3) in Fig.4.2b

Continuation of (2) in Fig.4.2b

Figure 4.2a:Flow Chart
PMMCs

Continue from (1) in Fig. 4.2 b

for Notch Root Elastic-Plastic Strain-Stress Analysis for
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Calculate the matrix strain and stress
tensors using the linear terms in either

PMMCs ESED or PMMCs Neuber

Use the linear solutions as initial guesses in
the Newton-Ralphson non-linear

Use the current solutions as initial guesses in the Newton-
Ralphson non-linear solver to obtain the increment in the

intrinsic time scale, matrix elastic-plastic strain and
stress tensors

non-linear sol
Converge?

i.e. are

llr( e(Ðll&lldA(q)ll

Compute the increment in composite
strain and stress tensors using the matrix and reinforcement

stress and strain tensors, and Eq. (3.17)

Update the composite stress and strain states

o¡j=oij+^oij

e',=e',+Ae',
increment of
current step

reached?

Update (S') using Eq. (3.66)

Figure 4.2b: Continuation of Fig. 4.2a: (Flow Chart for Notch Root
Elastic-Plastic Strain-Stress Analysis for PMMCs)
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CHAPTER FIVE: MATERIAL DESCRIPTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL

TECHNIQUES

As stated in Chapter One, one of the key challenges limiting the widespread

application of PMMCs is the lack of experiment al data available to validate existing and

proposed analytical tools that describe their mechanical behavior. In other words, without

an experimental validation of any mechanical behavior prediction model, its proliferation

into design environments is difficult. For this purpose, an experimental program aimed at

providing support to the constitutive theories, presented in Chapter Three, and the notch

root elastic-plastic strain and stress estimation methods, presented in Chapter Four, was

developed and implemented. This chapter describes the details of the experimental

program' Specifically, the facilities in the Multiaxial Fatigue Research Laboratory in the

Department of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering at the University of

Manitoba' used in the experimental program are first presented in Section 5.1. The

material and geometries of the test specimens are presented in Section 5.2. The

experimental test program is described in Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4 gives the

summary of the chapter.

It should be noted that the experimental results obtained in this research

investigations can also be used to verify current and future analytical models that

describe the constitutive behavior and notch root stress and strain histories of pMMCs.
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5.1 Testing Equipment Description

To experimentally assess the developed analytical models, a load frame, an

optical strain measuring device, signal conditioners and strain gage consumables, and a

data acquisition system' were employed. A schematic of the whole test set up including

the data flow is shown in Fig. 5.i.

5.1.1 Load Frame

In order to simulate multiaxial notch root strain and stress states, an Instron [76]

servo-hydraulic biaxial load frame, shown in Fig. 5.2a, was used. The system can apply

axial and/or torsional loads both monotonically and cyclically. It has an axial and a

torsional load capacity of + 250 KN and + 2500 Nm respectively. The servohydraulic

system essentially consists of two-hardened columns, an adjustable crosshead, a load cell,

two actuators (one tensile and one rotary), a one inch collect type grips, a FastTrack

88000 [77] controller (See Fig.5.2a). For user interface, the system also contains two

manual control panels (one for tensile and one for rotary control), and the FastTrack

8 8000 console computer.

The crosshead is a mounting platform for the load cell. The load cell measures

load that is exerted on the test specimen. Resistance strain gages, attached to several

points within the load ceil, sense the mechanical load and convert the load into an

electrical signal. Each load cell has a dedicated cable that contains self-identifying

components that allow the test system to recognize the cell type and capacity, and to
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perform automatic calibration. The FastTrack 88000 controller has biaxial capacities and

it is equipped with advanced features such as adaptive tuning, and automatic transducer

recognition. It allows the user to apply loads, through the actuators, to the test specimen.

The controller additionally has the capacity to take input from the extensometers or strain

gages so that strain-controlled tests can be conducted.

The servohydraulic testing system provides users with a choice between hardware

based interface (two control panels) and the software based interface (FastTrack

Console), shown in Fig. 5.2b. They are both designed to provide the main interface

between the user and the servohydraulic control system. The control panels provide a

fast, flexible option for straightforward testing without the need for a computer, and the

associated fast track console software. They also provide an immediate feedback on

cunent testing settings. The test conditions such as the real time load, position and strain

status' number of cycles, warning and error signals and other information can be seen in a

clear form on the control panels. The FastTrack console operates as a stand-alone

software based interface to the material test control system. FastTrack console provides

real time displays and icons for test system configuration and parameters settings [76] on

a personal computer. The FastTrack console screen is always visible, with the area

beneath it being occupied by the selected FastTrack application such as LabViewrM [76]

used for low cycle fatigue tests.

The experimental results can additionally be obtained using a suitable data

acquisition system' For data acquisition during the test, one or more high speed data

acquisition units (DAU) can be fitted within the tower version of the FastTrack gg00o

controller, and each provides up to eight additional channels. The DAU card incorporates
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direct current (DC) excitation for sensors, and allows connections of a range of sensor

sensitivities from + 10 mV to + 10 V U7l. For the software based interface, each axis

within the controller has a separate Integrated Axis Controller (IAC) board. The IAC can

have up to four Sensor Conditioner Modules (SCMs) mounted on it in order to obtain

feedback signals required by the controller, and to obtain data from the tests. The outputs

from the SCMs can be read direcrly on rhe pC ljll.

5.1.2 Optical Strain Measurement

In order to experimentally assess the developed models, the strains at the point of

highest stress concentration in the test specimens resulting from the applied loads are

required' As noted in Chapter Two, measuring strains at sharp notch roots is almost

impossible using the conventional strain gages. Even with relatively large notch root

radii, very small size strain gages that can be tedious to install, are required to minimize

elrors associated with using a finite gage length. In this research, a 3D image correlation

device, produced by GoM'' in Germany, referred to as Aramiso ¡691, was used to

measure the surface strain fields in the vicinity of notch roots. The Aramiso consists of

two CCD cameras (for capturing images), a tripod stand (on which the cameras are

mounted), and a personal computer (for data acquisition, image processing, and user

interface)' Figure 5.3 shows the set up of the Aramist. All the Aramis@ operations (i.e.

measurement, evaluation, display, and print functions) are controlled by the software

associated with the equipment.

. 
GoM is the acronym for (Gesellschaft für optische Messtechnik,), the German name for the company

that produces the Aramis.
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Specimen preparation is a vital starting point of any test using the Aramiso as a

strain measuring device since it directly affects the quality of the measurement. To

measure the 3D deformations and surface strains, a random or regular pattern with good

contrast is first applied to the area of the specimen under investigation. To insure the

adherence of the pattern to the area, before applying the pattern, the area must be

polished and washed with solvent, to form a nearly mirror-like surface. In doing so, care

must be taken so as to not allow scratches on the surface of the specimen while polishing.

A typical pattern consists of a white dye penetrant developer, and black spray paint. The

white dye is applied first, allowed to dry, then followed with very black spray paint. The

pattern should exhibit a high contrast to the surface otherwise the matching of the

captured images, from which the displacements and the surface strains are obtained,

cannot be carried out correctly [70]. For good matching, it is essential that the pattern

does not exhibit any large areas ofconstant brightness.

As the loads are applied, the pattern deforms with the test specimen. An image of

the deforming pattern is then captured either manually or automatically at desirable load

or time intervals by a pair of high resolution digital cameras. The two high resolution

CCD cameras enable the 3D image conelation system to register the 3D shape of the

object. The initial image processing defines unique correlation areas known as macro-

image facets, typically 5-20 pixels square across the entire imaging area. The center of

each facet is a measurement point that can be thought of as an extensometer or a strain

rosette' The Aramis processes and visualizes the data gathered in order to obtain an

impression of the distribution of strains in the object. It recognizes the surface of the

specimen in digital images, and attributes coordinates to every pixel in the image. The
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system tracks the stochastic pattern applied to the measured surface with sub-pixel

accuracy [70]. Hencelocalized deformation can be tracked as long as the test specimen

remains within the cameras field of view. Using photogrametric principles, described in

[69], and image processing, the specimens 3D coordinates, the 3D displacements, and

surface strains are automatically calculated using the associated software during the post-

processing stage.

It is important to state that 3D image correlation does not measure 3D strains. The

exact measurement being made is the 3D shape of the object. The out of plane coordinate

at each gage point is determined by triangulation using the two calibrated CCD cameras

(shown in Fig. 5.3)' By subtracting subsequent deformed shapes from a reference shape,

3D displacements are determined. Differentiating these displacements yields the planar

strain tensor. GOM also produces a 2D image correlation system that uses only one

camera. The 2D image correlation can also be used to measure planar strains. However,

there are some critical constraints on the use of 2D image correlation to determine in-

plane strains' Imagine a solid circular mark viewed by one camera, if the circle undergoes

biaxial tension, it will increase in diameter. The camerawill detect this increase, and will

report the strain' However, the circle simply moves closer to the camera, hence, it will

also appear larger, and therefore a false strain will be reported. In addition , the 2D image

correlation is not capable of measuring out-of-plane displacements, and it is also subject

to significant strain offset elrors in the presence of out-of-plane deformations. Similarly,

unless the test object is flat and normal to the camera lens, there will be effors caused by

a varying magnification factor across the field of view. Consequently, the purpose of

using 3D image correlation is not to measure through-thickness strains, but to ensure that
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out-of-plane displacements do not cause errors in the in-plane strain data. There are two

methods that can be used to measure through-thickness strains [7g]. The first method is to

use a second camera set looking at the thickness (edge of the specimen) while

simultaneously looking at the front of the specimen using the first camera. The second

method is to use the constant volume assumption. In doing so, the quantity thickness

reduction, obtained during post-processing represents the out-of-plane strain. The second

approach is very suitable for an isotropic material with a uniform cross-section thickness.

5.1.3 Point Strain Measurement

In addition to strain field measurements, point strain measurements were made in

verification tests using strain gages. Fundamentally, all strain gages are designed to

convert mechanical displacements into an electrical signal. Strain gages provide accurate,

repeatable, electrical signals proportional to the surface displacements/strains in the test

specimen' Strain gages can be used either singly (uniaxial gage, with a single grid for

measuring strain in the grid direction), or in groups (refened to as rosettes). A rosette is a

collection of two or more gage elements on a single backing. In this research, vishay

Micro-Measuremenrst strain gages (cEA-06-125uR-120) [79], shown in Fig. 5.4, were

affixed to the specimen. These three-element rosettes, with three independent grids

oriented at 0, 45, and 90 degrees' are general purpose gages suitable for use in fatigue

analysis' They are suitable for determining the principal strains and their directions, and

the three independent components of plane strain. Three-element rosettes have a strain

' vishay Micro-Measurements produces an extensive range of devices for precision measurement ofmechanical strains, including bondable strain gages, instailation accessories and instrumentation.
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limit of approximately 37o for gage length that is less than 3.2 mm, and 5vo for a gage

length that is greater than or equal to 3.2 mm. They have a nominal resistance of 120

ohms, and can operate at a temperature between -75oc and +r75oc.

Proper boding of the strain gage on the test specimen is a very vital step of any

test using a strain gage for strain measurement. The test specimen is cleaned and abraded,

if necessary, where the strain gage is to be affixed. An adhesive (M-Bond 200) is used to

bond the strain gage to the specimen, with the grids in the directions of the strains to be

measured' Electrical leads are attached to the solder tabs on the strain gage. It is

important to measure the base resistance of the unstrained strain gage after it is mounted.

A properly bonded unstrained gage will have an electrical resistance that is equal to the

nominal resistance specified by the manufacturer.

During the test, the strain gage deforms with the specimen. This deformation

changes the resistance of the strain gage in proportion to the strain sensitivity (also

known as the gage factor,) of the grid's resistance. The gage factor, usually provided by

the strain gage manufacturer as the nominal value with its tolerance, is the proportionality

factor between the relative change of the resistance. For the three-element rosettes used in

this research, the gage factor is given as 2.080 + 0.5vo. The grid shape is designed to

provide maximum gage resistance while keeping both the length and width of the gage to

a minimum.

To measure small changes in resistance of the strain gages, strain gages are almost

always connected to an electrical circuit that is capable of amplifying the minute changes.

In this research, the gage output signar was amprified using vishay 2100 signal

conditioners [80], shown in Fig. 5.5a. These conditioners are designed to accept low-level
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signals from strain gages and amplify them into high-level outputs suitable for display or

recording on external equipment (the data acquisition system). For this purpose, the

signal conditioners have a wheatstone bridge with four resistors (Rr, Rz, R3, and Ra),

constant voltage input, V6, and a voltage output meter, E (usually expressed in millivolts

output per volt input), electrically connected as illustrated in Fig. 5.5b. Any of the four

resistors can be connected to an active strain gage. Resistors that are not connected to an

active strain gage arc referred to as completion resistors. The strain gages, however, can

occupy one (referred to as quarter-bridge circuit), two (referred to as half-bridge circuit),

or four (refened to as full-bridge circuit) arms of the bridge, depending on the

application.

Measuring the elongation directly on the gage section of the test specimen with

resistance strain gages can be advantageous. However, in some tests, an alternative strain

measurement technique may be required for data comparison and verification purposes,

and/or for measuring strains greater than those that can be obtained using strain gages. A

displacemenlstrain measurement device that contacts the gage section of the test

specimen via a pair of arms, referred to as extensometer, is commonly used. An Instron

dynamic strain gage extensometer (2620-60r series) [gl], shown in Fig. 5.6, was

employed in this research to measure the axial displacements of the specimens used for

the set-up verification tests. The extensometer is a lightweight strain gage that can be

used during tensile or compressive test, and low or high cycle fatigue test. It is designed

for use with metals, composites, plastics, wood etc. The extensometer has a 12.5 mm

gage length with a full scale displacement range of + 5 mm and a maximum strain of +

40vo' rtincludes a 72.5 mm extender to give a gagelength or 25mm and a maximum
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strain of + 20vo, and a 37.5 mm extender to give a gagelength of 50 mm and a maximum

strain of +rjvo' These extensions enhance test repeatability. The extensometer has a wide

frequency response and high accuracy for use in both tension and compression, and can

be operated over an ambient temperature range of -gOoc to +200oc [g1]. The arms

usually have sharp edges and are pressed lightly against the specimen, which causes the

arms to maintain good contact with the gage section during the test. Generally, the

extensometer is clamped to the test specimen gage section with special high-tear strength

rubber bands or with tension springs, and it is pulled tight enough to prevent knife edge

slippage during specimen testing. As the specimen deforms, the displacement of the arms

is recorded and can be related to strain.

To complete a strain measurement using the strain gage or the extensometer, the

output signals must be recorded accurately. This can be achieved by using individual

strain indicators, strain indicators combined with switch boxes, or data acquisition

systems' In this research a data acquisition system, detailed in the following section was

used.

5.1.4 Data Acquisition System

Advancements in the productions of analog-to-digital converters and personal

computers have led to a wide variety of computer-based data acquisition systems. Data

Acquisition systems can be used to automate experiments, obtain experimental data, and

monitor and control experimental equipment. The data acquisition system used in this
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research consists of a PCI-D A56402/16 board [82], and a personal computer with data

acquisition software.

Analog output signals from the load frame, the signal conditioners, and trigger

signals from the digital cameras of the optical strain measurement device are channeled

to the data acquisition board. The board acts to digitize the signals for computer analysis

and control. It also accepts either 32 differential or 64 single-ended input channels.

The data acquisition software consists of three software packages: Instacal [g3],

Universal Library [84], and Agilent Vee Onelab [85] that are installed in the data

acquisition computer. Instacal I83l is used to simplify the installation, calibration, and

testing software as the PC is turned into a measurement system. It furthermore detects

new hardware and configures the computer for the board. The Universal Library tg4l

provides the computer with complete access to the board's function using a range of

programming languages.

The programming software used in this research was Agilent Vee Onelab tg5l. It

is a graphical programming optimized for use with electronic instruments. The Agilent

user program, used to control and collect data, is made by placing graphical blocks on a

window interface and connecting them together with lines. This serves as a program code

for a specific function. The created blocks are then run. The Vee objects can be used for a

variety of tasks which include mathematical operations, reading of files, and displaying

of microwave spectral. The VO menu in the program interacts with software and

hardware outside the Vee applications. It includes object that communicates accurately

with the instruments, files, printers and other processes. The objects in the data menu

declare, generate, and access data, while the display menu allows the viewing of the data.
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5.2 Test Specimens

The PMMCs used in this research are general purpose Duralcani materials made

of 6061 aluminum alloy reinforced with 10 and 20Vo by volume alumina (Al2O3). The

Aluminum Association MMC nomenclature designation for the material is

6061/Al2o3/xxp, with xx representing the volume fraction of particles, p. The reinforcing

phase for both 10 and 20Vo volume fraction composite used in this research is a calcined

AlzO¡ powder' The chemical composition of the powder is at least 98.5Vo AlzO¡ and the

median particle size distribution is 11.0 + 1.5 pm and 20.8 + 6.0 pm for the l0 and,ZTVo

volume fraction respectively. The powder tends to have a platelike morphology with

approximate 3 to 5:1 aspect ratio. The PMMCs used were produced using a wrought

process where a molten slurry is poured to an extrusion billet, rolling bloom or rolling

ingot. The Duralcan billet was extruded by a company called eED Extrusion

Developments located in San Diego, CA, USA. In order to be compatible with the grips

on the load frame, both materials were extruded at 350oC to form 1 inch (25.4 mm) solid

rods' After extrusion, the rods were heat-treated to T-6 condition (a form of heat

treatment of a material that results in maximum tensile and yield strengths with adequate

elongation in the material). The chemical compositions of the extruded materials as

supplied by [86] are shown in Table 5.1. Micrographs of the rods after exrrusion are

shown in Fig. 5.7 (a-b). The mechanical properties of the unreinforced alloy, and the

reinforced rods are given in Table 5.2. From Table 5.2, jt can be observed that the

* DURALCAN, a Division of Alcan Aluminium Ltd., produces and markers the DURALCAN family of
PMMCs.
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ultimate strength, yield strength, and elastic modulus increase, while the elongation

decreases with increasing volume fraction of reinforcing particles.

For the purpose of validating different aspects of the research, four different

specimen types were machined. These include: smooth solid specimens (Fig. 5.g),

smooth tubular specimens (Fig. 5.9), mild notched specimens (Fig. 5.10), and relatively

sharp notched specimens (Fig. 5.11). The dimensions of the smooth specimens were

chosen based on the recommended specimen design specifications in ASTM standard

E606 [87]' The smooth solid specimens were used for the tensile tests conducted to verify

the test set-up, while the smooth tubular specimens were used to verify the suitability of

the constitutive models presented in Chapter Three. The mild and relatively sharp

notched specimens were used to assess the notch root elastic-plastic strain-stress

estimation methods presented in Chapter Four.

5.3 Experimental Tests

In order to provide experimental validation

outlined in Chapters Three and Four, several tests were

into four groups:

to the theoretical developments

performed that can be categorized

a) Tests to provide confidence in the testing equipment for use on pMMCs.

b) Tests to assess experimentally the PMMCs constitutive models developed and

presented in Chapter Three.

c) Test to obtain the elastic stress concentration factors for the notch geometries

shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.1 1.



d) Tests to assess the proposed notch

methods, presented in Chapter Four.
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root elastic-plastic strain-stress estimation

5.3.1 Set-Up Verifrcation Tests

Two verifications tests were performed in this research. The first test was

employed to gain confidence in the results obtained using the Aramis, and the second test

was performed to test the reliability of the testing equipment.

Although the developers of the Aramis have documented [70] the validation of

their equipment, confidence in the results obtained using the device was obtained by

comparing them with those obtained using other measuring devices such as strain gages

and the extensometer' To achieve this, tensile tests were conducted on the smooth solid

specimens (10 and 20Vo volume fractions of reinforcement). The strains were measured

using three independent devices (Aramiso, strain gages, and extensometer) in the elastic

range for the 107o volume fraction, and two independent devices (Aramiso, and strain

gage) in the plastic range for both volume fractions. The extensometer was not used in

the plastic range in order to avoid damaging the device. Note that the 20Vo volume

fraction specimen test was conducted twice. The first test, which induced a small plastic

deformation on the specimen, produced unreliable results, due to the data acquisition

problem encountered during the test.

Figure 5.12 illustrates the setting of the devices on the test specimens; a random

pattern was put on one end, a strain gage rosette was fixed on the other end, and an

extensometer was clamped on the specimen. For each test, the strain gage signals were
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amplified using the signal conditioners. Analog output signals from the load frame, the

signal conditioners, and the extensometer were then channeled to the data acquisition

board' Fig' 5'13 is the data acquisition system graphical program used to acquire the data.

In order to test the reliability of the testing equipment, three identical tests were

performed on the 207o mild' notched specimens. These specimens were subjected to a

box-shaped load path (Fig. 5.1a) using the load frame, and notch root strains were

measured during the tests using the Aramis@. The box path was chosen since this 90o out-

of-phase loading tests the limits of the ability of load frame to abruptly change from

tension to torsion and furthermore, it is a critical verification test of any analytical models

that addresses non-proportional cyclic loading.

5.3.2 Constitutive Models Validation Tests

To assess the capability of the two PMMCs constitutive models (described in

chapter Three) to predict the elastic-plastic constitutive behavior of pMMCs, several

experimental tests were conducted on the hollow specimens shown in Fig. 5.9. It should

be noted that for the verifications of any constitutive model, tubular specimens are

normally used because they are more suitable for use for torsional and combined tensile-

torsional tests than the corresponding smooth solid specimens. That is, the relationship

between the applied torque, T, and the shear stress, t, caneasily be made for tubular

specimens in both the elastic and the plastic regions than can be for solid specimens. For

a round solid specimen subjected to a torsional load r that is large enough to induce



plasticity in the specimen, the shear stress, T,

therefore, can be obtained from,
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within the elastic core, is linear, and

(s.1)

where d is the specimen diameter. However, the shear stress distribution at the outer

region, that experiences the highest shear stress, is nonlinear. Consequently, the shear

stress distribution in the outer region cannot be obtained from the applied torsional load

using Eq' (5.i). It can only be obtained by using an approximate method. on the other

hand, in the case of a smooth tubular specimen subjected to a torsional load, a uniform

shear stress and strain distribution is often assumed across the wall thickness for a

sufficiently thin wall' Using the thin-wall assumption, the shear stress distribution in a

tubular specimen has been obtained in [2] and [gg] as:

T
^a,¿nr,;t

(s.2)

where r- and t are the mean radius and wall thickness respectively. Equation (5.2) is

applicable both to elastic and elastic-plastic material behavior in the outer region. The

shear stress obtained in Eq. (5.2) is normally considered to coffespond to the strain at the

mid-surface of the smooth tubular specimen. Consequently, the smaller the wall thickness

of the specimen, the higher the accuracy of the results obtained.

For the constitutive model verifications, if the smooth tubular specimen is

subjected to an axial load P, the stress distribution is uniform. It can be obtained from,

L_
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(5.3)

where o' is the is uniform axial stress, and do and d¡ (shown in Fig. 5.9) are the outer and

inner diameters of the tubular specimen in the gage section respectively. It should be

noted that Eq. (5.3) applies to both elastic and elastic-plastic material behavior.

Four different load paths shown in Fig.5.15 to Fig.5.l7 were used. The load

paths include: a proportional load path (Fig. 5.15), two variable amplitude non-

proportional load paths (Figs.5.l7 a-b) and one non-zero mean stress load path (Fig.

5.I7). Similar shaped load paths have been used by several researchers ([2], 16], 1341,

[89]) to verify the constitutive models developed for metals. In these tests, the strains

were measured using the Aramis@ in the gage section.

5.3.3 Elastic stress concentration factors Determination Tests

To obtain the stress concentration factors of the mild and relatively sharp notched

specimen, two tensile tests, and two torsional tests were conducted with the loads applied

in the elastic range. The applied loads were sufficient to produce the elastic deformations

in the specimens. In these tests, the strains at the notch roots of the specimens were

measured using the Aramis@. Knowing the applied loads, and the notch root strains, the

stress concentration factors in the various directions were obtained as outline below.

Following the notation in Figs. 5.10, and 5.i1, for the tensile tests, when the load

(P) is applied to the specimen in the elastic range in the axial (2) direction, it results in

ru(d" -d,)' '



elastic notch root axial, c.22, àÍtd. hoop, O33, stresses.

(Kt¡¡) stress concentration factors can be found using:

Y. O,
Ãt22 =-,

õ
n_s

and,

K,¡¡=5.
on.,

In Eqs' (5'4) and (5'5), o',', is the net sectional nominal axial stress obtained by using:

4PO=-n.s -a )
TEd.
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The elastic axial (K¡22) and hoop

(s.4)

(5.s)

(5.6)

where d is the net section diameter, shown in Fig.5.10, and 5.11. The local stresses, o22

and or', are obtained using the material constitutive model and the strain results from the

Aramiso for a particular load (p) applied to the specimen.

If a torsional load (T) is applied to the end of the specimen in the elastic range, it results

in elastic notch root shear stress, o'zg. The shear stress concentration factor can be

determined from:

K,r, = %,
T,n.s

(s.t)



where rn.. is the net sectional nominal torsional stress that can

I4T

be obtained from Eq. (5.1)

obtained from the material, with T = în.,, and d, being the net section diameter, and

constitutive model and strain results from the Aramis@ at

ozz

the torque (T).

5. 3.4 Notch-Root Parameters Validation Tests

The primary objective of the experimental tests was to demonstrate the validity of

the proposed models to predict the notch root strains and behavior of the material for a

variety of load paths. The mild and the relatively sharp notched specimens were tested

using a variety of load-controlled tests conducted on the tension-torsion load frame, and

the strains were measured using the Aramis@. Prior to each tests, a random speckle

pattern was applied to each specimen as shown in Fig.5.18. The specimens were

subjected to both monotonic and cyclic (proportional and non-proportional, constant and

variable amplitude) load paths applied in load control on the load frame. For the cyclic

load paths, cycles were applied until stabilized material behavior was observed. All load

paths were chosen to induce notch root plasticity. Some of the load paths tested in this

research, summarized in Table 5.3, arc discussed briefly below.

5.3.4.1 Non-Proportional Monotonic Loading

The mild notch specimens (one each for 10 and20vo volume fractions of
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reinforcement) were subjected to torsional and combined torsional and tensile loads

applied in a non-proportional manner as shown in Fig. 5.19.

5.3.4.2 ProportionalCyclicLoading

One axial-torsional in-phase load path was tested for each volume fraction and

notched specimen geometry. The in-phase load path is shown in Fig. 5.i5.

5.3.4.3 Non- Proportional Cyclic Loading

Non-proportionally applied external loads are usually found to be more damaging

than in-phase (proportional) loads with identical von-Mises effective stress amplitudes. A

variety of non-proportional load paths, described below, were tested in this research.

i)

Constant Amplitude Non-proportional Loading:

The constant amplitude load paths tested were divided into two categories and

are divided into i) and ii) below:

Balanced loading with equal frequencies: A balanced load path is a load path

with a zero mean stress. For balanced loading tests, three load paths of

different shapes, but with constant amplitudes and equal frequencies of the

axial and torsional nominal loads were tested for the mild notched specimens.

These load paths tested for the mild notched specimens included the box-

shaped load parh (Fig. 5.r4), rhe rhombic-shaped load parh (Fig. 5.20 a), and

the star-shaped load parh (Fig. 5.20 b). Relatively sharp norched specimens

a)
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made of both volume fractions of reinforcement were subjected to one box-

shaped load path.

ii) Balanced loading with unequal frequency: Non-proportional loading due to

unequal frequencies of applied load is a common load path in machine

components [59]. Three balanced load paths, of different shapes, with unequal

frequencies were tested for each volume fraction of reinforcement of the mild

notched specimens. The selected road paths are shown in Figs. 5.21 (a_c). In

the first and the second load paths (Figs. 5.21a-b), three cycles of the torsional

load were applied in the same time period for one cycle of the tensile load. In

the third load path (Fig. 5.21c), five cycles of the torsional load were applied

in the same time period for one cycle of the tensile loads. In all the load paths,

the load levels corresponded to the most severe box-shaped load paths.

b) Unbalanced LoadingAlon-Zero Mean Stress

An unbalanced loading is a load path with a non-zero mean stress. A particularly

difficult problem for non-proportional deformation modeling is multiaxial

ratcheting' Cycling about a non-zero mean load induces ratcheting (i.e. increasing

strains with constant amplitude nominal load paths). In order to discuss the

ratcheting behavior of the material at the notch root under non-proportional

multiaxial loads, the notched specimens were tested using two different load paths

for each volume fraction of reinforcement. The load paths used are shown in Figs

5.22 (a-b).

For the elliptical load paths (Fig. 5.22a), the loading case kept a symmetric axial

stress cycling with a constant equivalent normal stress amplitude. The shear stress



cyclic history was given a mean stress with constant amplitude. For the

path (Fig. 5.22b), the torsional load was monotonic with a constant

shear stress. The axial load was cyclic with constant amplitude and a

stress.
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linear load

equivalent

zero mean

c) Variable Amplirude Loading

Extension of the experimentally verified domain of the models to the more-

complex case of variable amplitude non-proportional loading was also

investigated' Non-proportional variable amplitude loading type is the most

general loading. Multiaxial deformation at the notch root was investigated by

employing the non-symmetric load paths shown in Fig. 5.23 (a_b).

5.4 Summary of Chapter Five

This chapter described all the facilities used in the experimental program

developed and implemented in this research. Several load paths were considered. The

results obtained using the experimental program presented in this chapter, and the

numerical results obtained using the models presented in chapters Three and Four, are

presented and compared in Chapter Six.
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Table 5.1:Che I Com of 606

'¡Minimum values representgg 7o confidence interval.

mlca rtlons A Source: [8ól)
Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti Other

Elements

AI

0.40-

0.80

0.70

Max

0.15-

0.40

0.15

Max

0.80-

r.20

0.04-

0.35

0.25

Max

0.15

Max

0.15

0.05 Max

Remaining

Table 5.2 Tensile Properties of Extruded Rods
rcal and Minimum Values* (Source: f86

Material Ultimate

Strength (MPa)

Yield Strength

(MPa)

Elastic

Modulus (GPa)

Elongation

(7o)

6061-T6 3r0 (262) 2t6 (24r) 69 20

606IlAlzOt/I}p 3s2 (324) 296 (262) 81 10

606IlAlzOz/2}p 312 (34s) 3s2 (3r1) 97 4
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Table 5.3: Summary of Notched Specimens Load paths

Load Type Number of
mild notch

Specimens (V¡

= I0To)

Number of
mild notch

specimens (V¡

= 20To)

Number of
relatively

sharp notch
specimens (V¡

= I07o\

Number of
relatively

sharp notch
specimen (V¡ =

207o)
Monotonic
Loading

I I

Repeatability
tests

J

Proportional
Loadine

1 1 i

Balanced Non-
Proportional

Loading (equal
frequency)

J J i 1

Balanced Non-
Proportional

Loading
(Unequal

frequencv)

J J

Non-zero
mean stress

2 2

Variable
amplitude
Loadine

I I
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Figure 5.1: Experimental Set Up
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FASTTRACK CONSOLE
SOFTWARE PC

FASTTRACK 8800oft)
CONTROLLER

(a)

Figure 5'2: Servohydraulic System (a) Load Frame and Controller (b) Hardware and
Software Interfaces
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Figure 5.3: Optical Measuring Sysrem
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Figure 5.4: A Three-Element Rosettes Strain Gage

(a)

Figure 5.5: signal condirioners and circuit (a) 2100 System signal
conditioner/Amprifier (b) whearsrone Bridge circuit

(b)
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:,] <--- Test Specimen
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Figure 5.6: 2620 Series Instron Dynamic Extensometer

Figure 5.7: 606r/Al2o3/xx-T6 pMMCs Monographs (a) 10 vo Ar2o3200x (b) 20
VoAl2O3,l00X
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{- Overall Specimen Length, L = 179.30

57.15

Figure 5.8: Geometry of the smooth solid Specimen (All dimensions in mm)

{- Overall Specimen Length, L = 179.30-}
Gage Section Outer
Diameter, do = L2.78

d = 12.70 Ø

___t

--A--

Dt
25.40

J
Ø

lel
31.80

Gage Section Inner
Diameter, di= 12.70

Radius. r = 50.80

,/-\-
)

t- -!-

Radius, r = 63.50

Figure 5.9: Geometry of the smooth Tubular Specimen (All dimensions in mm)
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{- Overall Specimen Length, L=228.00 -}

25.40

Figure 5.10: Geometry of the Mild Notched Specimen (All dimensions in mm)

{- Overall Specimen Length, L =228.00

3

D =25,40 Ø

d=12.70 Øt

d=12.70 Ø

___tI
9o.oo" ='o.ro

Figure 5' 1 1: Geometry of the Relatively Sharp Notched Specimen (All dimensions in
mm)

Extensometer
Surface with patterns

-\-

)
(

\

P = 6.35 RAD

(_jo=3.00t0.03

Figure 5'12: Strain Measurements using Three Independent Measuring Devices
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Figure 5.14: Box-shaped cycric Non-proportionar Load path

Figure 5.15: cyclic proportionar rension-Torsion Load path
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(a)
(b)

Figure 5.16: variabie Ampritude Non-proporrionar Loading (a) parh 1 (b) path 2

Figure 5.r7: Tnangular-Shaped Non-Zero Mean stress Load path
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.18: Notched Specimen with Random Paterns (a) Mild Norch (b) Relatively
Sharp Notch

T

Figure 5.19: Monotonic Torsion-combined rension-Torsion Load path
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(a)

Figure 5.20: Balanced Loading with Equar Frequencies in Torsion and rension
(a) Rhombic-shaped Load parh (b) star-shaped Load parh

(b)

(b)(a)
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(c)

Figure 5'21: Balanced Load Paths with Unequal Frequencies (a) Tension-Torsion Ratioof 1:3 (b) Tension-Torsion ratio of t:3 (Sine Wave) (e) Tension-Torsion
ratio of 1:5

(a) (b)

Figure 5.22: Non-zero Mean stress Load path (a) Elipticar-Shaped Load
Path (b) Linear-Shaped Load path
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(a)

Figure 5.23: Yariable Amplitudes Non-proportionar Loading (a) path I (b) path 2

(b)
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CHAPTER SIX: COMPARISON oF ANALYTICALAND EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

In this chapter, the analytical results obtained using the models presented in

Chapters Three and Four are compared to the experimental results of the tests described

in chapter Five' Specifically, section 6.1 presents an assessment of the testing equipment

described in chapter Five for use in evaluating the developed models. section 6.2

contains the experimental evaluation of the PMMCs constitutive models described in
chapter Three' The results obtained for the stress concentration factors are presented in

section 6'3' Finally, in Section 6'4, the results of the models developed in chapter Four

for notch root elastic-plastic strain and stress analysis are compared with experimental

results.

6.1 Results of the Experimentat Set_Up VerificatÍon Tests

As stated in chapter Five' confidence in the results obtained using the Aramis was

verified in this research by comparing them with those obtained using strain gages and

extensometer' The results obtained from conducting the tensile tests described in section

5'3'1 are shown in Figs' 6'1 and 6.2. From the figures, it can be observed that the results

obtained using the various measuring devices are very close to each other both in the

elastic and plastic regions; indicating that the Aramis can measure the strains in a smooth

PMMC specimen with the same degree of confidence as the strain gaging technique.
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The results obtained for the box-shaped load paths (Fig. 5.la) used for reliability

tests described in Chapter Five are shown in Fig. 6.3. From the figure, it can be observed

that the three applied load paths compared well with the ideal load path. This result

indicates an expected consistency in the applied loads with the exception of very few

points that are close to the corners where there are very minimal deviations due to abrupt

change in loading direction. This observation is not unexpected because the sharp corners

of the load path were not always obtained in the experiment. This has also been noted in

[59]' Generally, the nominal load paths were loop tuned and well controlled to obtain

good signal inputs. The corresponding plots of the shear strains, r23, verSUS axial strains,

822, fot the three identical test specimens subjected to the same loads are shown in Fig.

6'4' The strain results are very close and almost indistinguishable except at the points that

are close to the corners where there are sudden directional changes as noted earlier. The

figure shows a very good reproducibility of the experimental results.

To illustrate the ability of 3D image correlation photogrametry used to measure

the notch-root strains, a section line was drawn through the notch area (Fig. 6.5a) and the

surface strain distribution along the line were recorded as the load increased (Fig. 6.5b).

As expected, the maximum strain occurred at the notch root.

6.2 Constitutive Models Results and Discussions

In this section, the two

Chapter Three, are evaluated

PMMCs, and their suitability

elastic-plastic PMMCs constitutive models, developed in

to determine their suitability to model the behavior of

for use in the notch analysis models. The MATLAB
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program for each model, both described in Chapter Three, was initially run to evaluate

their abilities to predict the uniaxial stress-strain curves of the pMMCs for different

volume fractions for stress-controlled loading conditions. Both programs calculate the

elastic-plastic composite strain histories using the known stress histories and the matrix

and reinforcement material properties (Table 5.2) as inputs. The Mróz-based pMMCs

constitutive model uses the yield stresses and hardening moduli of the matrix yield

surfaces' while the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model uses the

materials constants in Eq. (3'53) as additional inputs. specifically, the tangent moduli and

the yield stresses of the Mróz surfaces were obtained by descritizing the 6061-T6

aluminum alloy uniaxial stress-strain curve in tZl as shown in Fig. 6.6. The hardening

moduli were subsequently obtained using Eq. (3.32).It should be mentioned rhar rhe

program was run for different combinations of yield surfaces (maximum of 10) and load

increments until optimal and convergent results were obtained. The values of the material

constants associated with the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model for

the matrix material 6061-T6 alloy are shown in Table 6.1. In Fig.6.7,the stress-plastic

strain curyes obtained using one, two, and three terms in Eq. (3.53) are presented and

compared with the experimental result for the 6061-T6 aluminum alloy in t2l. As can be

observed in the figure, three terms in the series expansion in Eq. (3.53) were found to

accurately model the stabilized stress-plastic strain response of the matrix cyclic stress-

strain curve in [2]. The variation of the Dirichlet function (Eq. 3.53) with respect to the

intrinsic time is also shown in Fig. 6.8. It is important to state that the method, described

in Chapter Three, used to extract the material constants, is an approximate method like
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other methods that have been previousry used by other researchers in [32], [34], u3l.
There is yet no unique method for determining the constants.

Figures 6'9 and 6'10 show the predicted response of the pMMcs under axial

monotonic loading conditions for the Mróz-based pMMCs constitutive and the

endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive models respectively for four different

volume fractions of reinforcement. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the responses for the

Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive and the endochronic theory-based pMMcs constitutive

models respectively under monotonic torsional loading. As can be seen from the figures,

both models predict a uniform increase in stiffness and strength of the composite system

with increasing volume fractions of reinforcement. In addition, by comparing Figs. 6.9

and 6'10' the Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model predicts a stiffer response of the

composite constitutive behavior when compared to the endochronic theory-based

PMMCs constitutive model for a particular volume fraction. The difference seems to be

less significant at very low plastic strain and particle volume fraction but increases with

increasing plastic deformation and volume fraction. A similar response is found for
monotonic rorsional loading in Figs. 6.ll and 6.I2.

Figures 6'13 and 6'14 show respectively the composite axial and torsional stress-

strain responses predicted by the models and the experimental results obtained from [2]
when the tubular specimen was subjected to monotonic axial (p) and torsional (T) Ioads.

Equations (5'3) and (5'2) were used here and in all constitutive relation evaluation tests to

obtain the experimental axial and torsional stresses respectively from the applied loads.

As can be seen from the figures, the elastic resurts obtained are similar to the

experimental results, thus, the mean field theory works very well in describing the elastic
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constitutive behavior of PMMCs. At higher load levels, small differences are observed

between the models predictions and the experimental resurts with the endochronic theory-

based PMMCs constitutive model underestimating, while the Mróz-based pMMCs

constitutive model overestimating the elastic-plastic response of the composite system.

The results for the two constitutive models are also compared to the experimental

results obtained from the tests conducted on the tubular specimens (Fig. 5.9) using the

tension-torsion load paths in Fig.5.15 ro Fig.5.17. Figure 6.15 to Fig.6.lg show the

experimental and the models results obtained. It should be mentioned that although the

models calculate all of the components of the stress and strain tensors, for the purpose of
comparison to the experimentally determined strains, only the major strains are

compared.

Figure 6'15 shows the predicted and experimental results for cyclically stable

combined axial/torsional proportional loading (Fig. 5.r5) of the tubular specimens. The

results of this proportional loading path show the ability of both models to predict the

elastic-plastic hysterisis loops associated with cyclic loading. Most of the characteristics

exhibited by the experimental results are reflected quite well by both models. However,

the major disagreement that can be classified as quantitative is the difference in strain

levels prescribed at high plastic strains. The results indicate the Mróz-based pMMCs

constitutive model slightly over-predicts, while the endochronic theory-based pMMCs

constitutive model slightly under-predicts the experimental shear strains. The small

difference between the predicted and experimental results for the endochronic theory-

based PMMCs constitutive model may be due to the approximate method used to obtain

the material constants in Eq. (3.53). For the Mróz-based pMMCs constitutive model, the
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number of surfaces used in the multi-surface model courd have influenced the results.

The number of surfaces used may have a significant effect on the direction of translation

of the yield surfaces, and thus, affect the predicted resurts.

Figures 6'16 and 6'17 show the strain response of the tubular specimens predicted

by the experimental and proposed models to the variable amplitude loading paths shown

in Figs' 5'16a-b' Both models predict very similar strain responses for the loading paths

and also give reasonable qualitative estimations of the measured strains. However, both

models sometimes over-predict and at other times under-predict the measured strains.

Generally, the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model predictions are

closer to the experimental results than the Mróz-based pMMcs constitutive model

predictions' particularly for the measured peaks and valleys that are essential for fatigue

life prediction.

Figures 6'18a-c show the experimental and predicted strain response of the

tubular specimen to the triangular shaped load path shown in Fig. 5.17. For this load path,

due to a data acquisition problem encountered during the test, only the results of the first
three cycles were plotted' The strain responses were plotted on different plots with

identical scales in order not to obscure their overall features. The figures clearly indicate

that the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model more closely predicts the

shape of the elastic-plastic material strain responses than the Mróz-based pMMCs

constitutive model under the loading path in Fig. 5.r7. The Mróz_based pMMCs

constitutive model does not describe well the characteristics of the experimentally

observed material behavior for this loading condition. The Mróz-based pMMCs

constitutive model's inability to cor¡elate well with the experimental results may be due
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to the influence of the number of surfaces on the direction of translation of the backstress

tensors of the yield surfaces. In addition, the number of load increments used may affect

the predicted results. Theoretically, the Mróz-based pMMCs constitutive model can be

used with large increments, however, as with other cyclic plasticity models, care must be

taken in the specification of the input load increments. It was noted during the

implementation that smaller divisions yielded more stable strain responses.

For both models, the results obtained could also have been influenced by the

direction of the applied loads. In Figs. 5.16 (a-b) and Fig. 5.17, the direcrions of the

applied loads are indicated by the arows. As could be observed from the results obtained

(i'e' Fig' 6'16 to Fig' 6.18), changing the directions significantly shifts the position of the

predicted strain responses. This is in agreement with the path dependence nature of any

cyclic plasticity used with non-proportional loading conditions. However, only

preliminary comments could be made regarding the effects of load paths on the predicted

response' That is, more testing is required particularly to make definitive conclusions.

In most of the load paths considered, both models produce a reasonable

qualitative and quantitative response of the composite behavior. This research has been

able to demonstrate that both models can satisfactorily model the constitutive behavior of
PMMCs' The Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model requires a large number of
sutfaces, large amount of computer storage and a clearly defined yield point to give good

results' while in the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model, determining

the material constants necessary for its implementation is a very difficult task. The Mróz-

based PMMCs constitutive model seems to be mathematically more complex and its

computer implementation is much time consuming than the endochronic theory-based
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PMMCs constitutive model. Although determining the material constants of the

endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model is not a simple task, the results

obtained in this research show that the model should be used in spite of this difficulty. In

general, the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model predictions are closer

to the experimental results than the Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model predictions,

particularly so for the measured peaks and valleys that are essential for fatigue life

prediction' Thus, the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive was incorporated in

this research with the approximate relations to predict the notch root elastic-plastic

behavior.

Results of Elastic stress concentration Factors Tests

The results of the experimental tests conducted to determine the stress

concentration factors' K,, written with respect to the coordinate system shown in Figs.

5'10 and 5'11 are presented in Tables 6.2 and,6.3 respectively. These tests are detailed in

Section 5'3'3' The stress concentration factors for a homogeneous notched specimen with

notch root geometry similar to the ones shown in Fig. 5.10 (i.e. the same r/d and d/D

ratios) have been obtained using FEA in [59], as shown in Table 6.2. For the sharp

notched geometry, K¡33 and K¡22 ãÍe not available in [90] as indicated in Table 6.3. It

should be noted that the hoop stress induced due to the notch root constraint was Iess than

the nominal net section axial stress and as such the stress concentration factor in the hoop

direction, K¡33, wâS found to be less than unity.
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6.4 Comparisons of Proposed Models and Experimental Results

The validity of analytical model presented in Chapter Four is evaluated by

comparing the notch root strain histories obtained using the models with experimental

results for the load paths described in Section 5.3.4 and shown in Figs. 5.14 and 5.15, and

Fig. 5.19 to Fig. 5.23. The results of the experiments and models predictions are

presented as plots of notch root elastic-plastic axial strain, t22 against shear strain, tr' for

all load paths tested. It should be mentioned that although the models calculate the full

elastic-plastic stress and strain histories, for the purpose of comparison to the

experimental results, only the major strains are presented. The following subsections

describe these results. In all the figures, experimental results are indicated by the dashed-

dotted lines, while the simplified model results are indicated by the continuous colored

lines.

6.4.1 Monotonic Non-Proportional Loading

Figures 6.19 (a-b) show the experimental and numerical results for a mild notch

subjected to a non-proportional monotonic torsion, combined tension-torsion load path

shown in Fig.5.19. The results from this non-proportional monotonic load path (Fig.

6.19a-b) show that the results are the same in the elastic range, and diverge at the onset of

yielding, with the PMMCs ESED method slightly under-predicting, while the

approximate PMMCs Neuber method slightly over-predicting the elastic-plasric notch

root strains for both PMMC volume fractions tested. However, the differences in results
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predicted by the models are very small. The difference may be due to the inability of the

incremental mean field theory to incorporate the point-to-point deformation field in the

ductile matrix and reinforcing particles. In additional the approximate values of the

material constants used in the endochronic constitutive models and the approximate

nature of the simplified method could also have influenced the results obtained.

It should also be mentioned that the analytical methodologies predict the notch

root strains in the specimens with both volume fractions of reinforcements. In this load

path (as in all the subsequent load paths tested in this research) a relatively higher load

level was applied to the 20vo volume fraction specimen than the lyvo volume fraction

specimen' However, as shown in Figs. 6.19 (a-b) (and also in all subsequent results for all

the load paths tested) for both models, the L}vo volume fraction results are higher than

tbe 207o volume fraction results, in spite of the relatively higher load level applied to the

20vo volume fraction specimen. This clearly shows that the models respect the

heterogeneous nature of the material. The difference in the strain results for the i0 and

20vo volume fractions may be attributed to the effects of volume fractions on the matrix

plastic strains' In the assessment of the constitutive models, the results obtained show that

the PMMC materials becomes stiffer with increasing volume fraction of reinforcement,

thus, leading to diminishing plastic strains. This heterogeneous nature of the material has

been incorporated into the models by accounting for the interactions in the stress fields

between the particles in the incremental mean field theory used, and also by incorporating

the localized deformation of both the matrix and the reinforcing particles into the

proposed simplified models developed. This is an important finding since the models use

only the material properties of the constituents separately.
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6.4.2 Cyclic Proportional Loading

Figures 6'20 and 6.21 show for the mild and relatively sharp notched specimens

respectively, the experimental and predicted notch root results for the proportional biaxial

cyclic loading history shown in Fig. 5.15. In general, for both notch geometries, the

analytical model predicts the general trend in and all the characteristic phenomena

occurring of the experimental test results. An initially elastic region is observed at the

onset of loading or unloading, followed by region of elastic-plastic deformation. This

confirms that the non-linear elastic-plastic behavior can be predicted from a linear elastic

analysis' The results of the proportional loading path clearly show the models ability to

predict the elastic-plastic hysteresis loops associated with cyclic loading for both volume

fractions of reinforcement and notch geometries. In both the mild and the relatively sharp

notched specimens, the PMMCs ESED underestimates, while pMMCs Neuber

overestimates the notch root shear strains. For the mild notched specimen, as the

nominally applied loads increase, small differences are observed in the estimated and the

measured strains' For the relatively sharp notched specimens, though there are

differences in both the predicted and measured axial and shear strains, the differences are

more noticeable in the shear strain results than the axial strain results. This may be due to

the high constraints to the material plastic flow associated with the relatively sharp

notched geometry.
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6.4.3 Constant Amplitude Non-proportional Loading

The results of experimental strain measurements and the results of the simplified

models for the non-proportional constant amplitude loading paths shown in Fig. 5.14 and

Fig' 5'20 are presented in Fig. 6.22 to Fig. 6.26. Figures 6.22 and,6.23 show the results

obtained for the mild and relatively sharp notched specimens subjected to non-

proportional constant amplitude box-shaped load path shown in Fig. 5.14. For both notch

geometries, the simplified models predict the general trends observed in the experimental

results' The models predicted regions of elastic unloading at each corner of the loading

path' followed by regions of elastic-plastic behavior to the next corner. The results of the

box path indicate that the methodologies are capable of predicting the elastic-plastic

notch root strains for this 90o out-of-phase loading sequence. Although the results for

both volume fractions of reinforcement indicate that the analytical methodologies

sometimes over-predict, and at other points under-predict the notch root elastic-plastic

strains, the differences are small in all cases for the mild notches. For the relatively sharp

notch' noticeable differences are observed between the experimental and predicted results

particularly for the axial strains with the PMMCs Neuber over-predicting the notch root

axial strains for this load path' As in the cyclic proportional load, this difference may be

due to the high constraints to the material plastic flow associated with sharp notch

geometry' However, since the difference between the measured and the predicted strains

for this load path is higher in comparison to the differences observed between the

measured and predicted results for other load paths (e.g. proportional cyclic load path,

and variable amplitude load paths) tested with relatively sharp notched specimens, the
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obvious difference in the results for this load path may be due to the large strain gradients

at the notch root of the relatively sharp notch coupled with the high degree of non-

proportionality associated with the box-shaped load path.

Figure 6'24 show the results obtained for a mild notch under the rhombic-shaped

load path shown in Fig. 5.20a. As in the box-shaped load path, the predicted results

displayed the general trends observed in the experimental results. The results of both

volume fractions also indicated that the models some times over-predict and at some

other times under-predict the experimental results. However, these differences are very

small' The difference between the measured and experimental results may be more

pronounced with increasing equivalent net section ratio, since, at this stage, the

assumptions of localized plasticity, on which the approximate models are based, may be

violated.

Figures 6'25 (a-c) and, 6.26 (a-c) show the experimental and predicted results for

the X-shape loading path (Fig. 5.20 b). The results were plotred on different plots for the

purpose of clarity' In the X-path, the segments are linear between zero and maximum.

The cyclic load was applied in a counter-clockwise direction. The results presented were

for the mild notch. The models results were very similar in shape to the experimental

results' Excellent results were obtained for the axial strains in both models.

Figure 6'27 toFig. 6.32 show the experimental and predicted strain responses for

mild notched specimens subjected to various non-proportional loading paths with unequal

frequencies shown in Figs. 5.21 (a-c). For each loading path, several cycles of the

measured and calculated strain responses are plotted. The strains are plotted on different

plots with identical scale in order to prevent lack of distinction in the overall features of
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the results. For all the loading paths used, the calculated strains agree well qualitatively

with the strains for the stabilized paths. In terms of the numerical values, the predicted

results agree very well with the experimental results for the PMMCs ESED for all the

loading cases considered. However, while the PMMCs Neuber shear strain predictions

also agree very well with the experimental results, it tends to over-estimate the axial

strains particularly for the 1:5 ratio of the applied torsional to axial loads shown in Fig.

6.32.

6.4.4 Unbalanced Loading

Figure 6.33 to Fig. 6.36 show the results for the relatively sharp notched specimen

with a mean torsional cyclic and symmetric cyclic load path shown in Figs. 5.22 (a-b).

The results were shown only for the first ten cycles for both volume fractions. The

numerical and the experimental results are plotted on different plots with the same scales

for clarity. Both the experimental and the numerical results show that the material shows

an accumulation of the shear strain during plastic deformation. In the experimental

results, there is an increase in the plastic strain in the first few cycles. However, the shear

strains tend to a limiting value after some few cycles, indicating stress relaxation. This

leads to a decreasingrate of strain accumulation. The numerical results indicate that both

models predict a reasonable qualitative description of the experimental results.

Additionally, both models give reasonable quantitative predictions of the axial strains for

both volume fractions. However, a small and nearly limiting rate of shear strains

accumulation is predicted for the cycles. It is important to state that limiting values of
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strains are attainable for higher number of cycles since the inputs to the simptified models

are increments of total and strain energy densities. As the number of cycles increase, the

stress will relax and thus resulting in a decrease rate of strain accumulation.

6.4.5 Variable Amplitude Non-proportional Loading

The experimental and simplified models results for relatively sharp notched

specimens under the variable amplitude loading paths shown in Figs 5.23 (a-b) are

presented in Figs. 6.37 and 6.38. From the figures, it can be observed that the simplified

models predictions agree very well both qualitatively and quantitatively with the

experimental results. Although the results for both volume fractions of reinforcement

indicate that the simplified models sometimes over-predicts, and at other points under-

predicts the notch root elastic-plastic strains, the differences are small in all cases. These

differences may be due to the inability of the incremental mean field theory to

incorporate the point-to-point stress and strain fields in the composite and its constituents.

The differences between the experimental and the predicted results could also have been

due to the approximate values of the material constants used in the endochronic theory-

based model. However, the results obtained are very reasonable, considering the

complexity of the load paths considered.
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Table 6.1: Dirichlet Constants

C1(MPa) Cz (MPa) C: (MPa) 0, 1 0.2 0,3

7841132 2t8948 17TT5 60172 2097 347

hown in Fi

T (SouLce: [59])

Table 6.3 Stress Concentration Factors for the Relatively Sharp Notched Specimens,
shown in Fis. 5.11)

{ (Source: t90l), NA = Non Available

Table 6.2 stress concentration Factors for the Mild Notched Specimens,
snown ln tsIs.5.10

FEA Experimental Vo Difference
Ktzz I.4T t.43 r.42
Ktz¡ 1.15 t.t4 0.86
Kr¡¡ 0.30 0.30 0.00

S 1n

Peterson+ Experimental Vo Difference
Krzz NA 2.24
Ktz¡ t,.74 1.72 1.15
Kt¡¡ NA 0.81
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Figure 6.1: Strain-Stress Curve lor I07o Volume Fractions of Composite Using Various
Measuring Devices
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Conclusions

As stated in Chapters One and Two, in order to exploit the beneficial properties of

PMMCs, complexities in modeling the mechanical behavior of PMMCs in the presence

of external (geometric and loading) and internal (heterogeneous, elastic-plastic nature)

non-linearities must be overcome. In this thesis, using the proposed PMMCs Neuber's

rule and PMMCs ESED method in conjunction with the developed PMMCs elastic-

plastic constitutive relations, two simplified methods have been successfully developed

and implemented to estimate the composite elastic-plastic strain and stress histories in

PMMC components under general loading conditions. Each model provides a complete

nonlinear set of equations capable of independently predicting the elastic-plastic strain

and stress histories at the notch root of a PMMC component, from an easily obtainable

elastic solution. All relations have been developed to respect the heterogeneous nature of

PMMCs.

For a complete formulation of the aforementioned set of equations necessary to

define the notch root parameters in PMMCs, the development or use of a suitable cyclic

constitutive model is first required. However, only a few cyclic plasticity models

applicable to PMMC components subjected to non-proportional loading have recently

appeared in the literature. In this thesis, two elastic-plastic constitutive models were

developed and evaluated for their suitabitity to model the constitutive behavior of
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PMMCs under cyclic non-proportional loading. Specifically, the Mróz multi-surface

model and the endochronic theory of plasticity were used in conjunction with the

incremental mean field theory and the work principal to predict the constitutive behavior

of PMMCs under multiaxial loading. Detailed descriptions of the formulation and

procedures for implementing the constitutive models were presented in this thesis. For

the purpose of computer implementation, computer flow charts have been shown for the

models.

The results obtained using each constitutive model were compared with

experimental results obtained using a 3D image correlation device. Based on the

experimental tests conducted in this research, the following conclusions could be drawn

on the results of the constitutive models. For the investigated load paths, both models

predict satisfactorily the amplitudes of the experimental strains. For the proportional

loading case, both models predict the trends observed in the experimental results.

However, the Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model over-predicts, while the

endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model under-predicts the shear strains.

For variable amplitude loading cases, both models can qualitatively predict reasonably

the characteristics features of the experimental results. In general, for the load paths

considered in this research, qualitatively the endochronic theory-based pMMCs

constitutive model gives a better prediction of the experimental results than the Mróz-

based PMMCs constitutive model predictions. Some of the factors that could have

affected the Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model predictions, enumerated in Chapter

Six, include the number of loading increments and the number of yield surfaces used in

its implementation. For small load levels, the number of loading increments and/or yield
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surfaces used may not significantly affect the predicted results. However, for high load

levels, the numbers of loading increments and yield surfaces have a profound influence

on the predicted results. Since a quantitative relation between the number of surfaces,

load increments, and the predicted results is difficult to formulate, efforts were made in

this research to use a combination of the number of yield surfaces and load increments

that gave optimal and convergent results. This is the first attempt to incorporate two

cyclic plasticity routines into the development of elastic-plastic constitutive relations for

PMMCs components particularly under multiaxial variable amplitude loading conditions.

Either of the developed elastic-plastic PMMCs constitutive models can be used in

conjunction with the proposed simplified methods in order to obtain the complete set of

nonlinear equations necessary to define the notch root elastic-plastic strain and stress

histories. However, the results obtained in the evaluation of the constitutive models show

that the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model should be used in spite of

the difficulty in obtaining its materials constants. Endochronic theory-based pMMCs

constitutive model is also very promising and versatile, and easier to implement than the

Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model. Detailed descriptions of the formulation of the

PMMCs ESED and PMMCs Neuber simplified methods, the coupling of these with the

endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model, implementation procedure of the

coupled equations, and including the computer flow charts have been given in the thesis.

The validity of the developed models for notch root elastic-plastic strain-stress

analysis was assessed by comparing the results obtained with experimental results. A

series of biaxial load-controlled tests were performed on notched 6061/Al2O3/xxp-T6

PMMC specimens with 10 and 20Vo volume fractions of reinforcement under a variety of
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loading conditions. The strain fields were obtained from images of several load steps

taken by using a 3D image correlation device. A complete understanding of the results

was provided because the device was able to provide strain fields and graphically display

the experimental results across the notch. The reproducibility and reasonable behavior of

the notch root strains obtained in this research shows that 3D image correlation device is

a suitable technique for measuring the elastic-plastic strains with reasonable accuracy.

A comparison of the numerical results with the experimental results indicates that

both of the developed models are in good agreement with the experimental results. For

monotonic loading, it was found that the difference between the models predictions and

the experimental results is very small. The results of the monotonic loading also indicate

that the PMMC ESED under-predicts, while the PMMC Neuber over-predicts the notch

root strains. For the multiaxial non-proportional loading cases considered. In general,

both analytical models predict the general trends in and all the characteristic phenomena

occurring of the experimental test results. An initially elastic region is observed at the

onset of loading or unloading, followed by region of elastic-plastic deformation. At the

onset of elastic loading and unloading, both predicted results are very close to the

experimental results as expected. In most cases, as the nominally applied loads increase,

differences are observed in the estimated and the measured strains. However, unlike in

the monotonic case, both models some times over-predict, and some other times under-

predict the experimentally obtained notch root strains. It should also be mentioned that

the analytical methodologies predict the notch root strains in the materials with both

volume fraction of reinforcement for a variety of non-proportional loading paths

considered in this research. This is an important finding since the models use only the
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material properties of the constituents separately to predict the elastic-plastic behavior for

the notched specimens under a variety of loading conditions.

7.2 Recommendations

A basic preview of the research carried out in this thesis is that the test specimens

and load paths represent a degree of complexity similar to many existing practical

problems. However, more complex situations exist where the models can also be

applicable. Some practical engineering problems can be influenced by harsh

environments, initial residual stresses, contact loading, and/or multiple out-of-phase

applied loads. More theoretical refinements are suggested for future work to incorporate

the effects of these variables. For high temperature applications of the models, rate and

temperature dependence should also be incorporated. In this research, it was not clear as

to which method, the PMMCs Neuber or the PMMCs ESED, yielded better predictions of

the experimental elastic-plastic notch root strains. Thus, a procedure for obtaining an

optimum result may be pursued in future research. This approach may give results that

are closer to the experimental results than those obtained using the two models

independently.

Although considerable experimental tests were conducted in this research, it is

important to state that more experimental data may still be used to evaluate current and

future analytical formulations. Thus, it is recommended that more complex load paths

should be tested in future work. However, the implemented experimental program

provides a basis for future applications of the proposed models.
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Investigations of the ability of the two developed PMMCs elastic-plastic

constitutive models to predict the elastic-plastic behavior of PMMCs under variable

amplitude loading is critical in engineering design, since it is the most realistic loading

type. The results obtained in this research for models indicate that both models can

adequately predict the amplitudes of the experimental results. Thus, the results obtained

for both models provide a solid foundation for further and more systematic experimental

investigations. However, it is suggested that future work should study the effects of

different load paths, load increments (for both models) and the number of yields surfaces

(Mróz-based PMMCs constitutive model). Since determining the material constants of

the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model is still a very difficult task,

future work should also aimed at finding an optimum approach to obtaining them. If the

material constants can be easily obtained, particularly for higher number of terms in Eq.

(3'53)' it is noteworthy that the endochronic theory-based PMMCs constitutive model

may predict accurately and with computational ease, the response of the PMMC materials

to a variety of loading conditions, without the knowledge of the yield stress associated

with the use of classical theory of plasticity.

Finally, it is important to state that the basic elements of fatigue life prediction

method, such as inelastic constitutive models for non-proportional loadings and local

strain approximation techniques have been adequately covered in this thesis for pMMCs.

Possible application of the results include using the predicted notch root strains to

determine the fatigue life of notched components made of PMMCs from nominal

loadings.
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